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Soapbox racers start their
engines, prompt traffic detours

GREG TRAVIStadear ti Times
SOAP SOX SETU1: Preparations began this morning to set up for this weekend's annual
Soap Box Derby races. Pictured above, Deby Director Deana Wright, right, coordinates
downtown efforts to begin setting up for the event.

Staff Report
streets will be closed to approximately 5 p m.
With the WM running of the Murray Rotary Saturday, according to information from Rotary.
Club's Soapbox Derby starting today, hand-built Soapbox officials
car after hand-built car will be zooming down
Fifth Street was to close at 2 p m. today for
Main Street toward the checkered flag.
time trials and the popular grown-up(?) 'oil can
But that also means motorized machines will races,' and will be closed from Walnut to Maple
have to stop, slow down and take different routes streets Saturday from 5 a.m.-5 p.m.
around the Courthouse Square this weekend_
Detour signs have been placed along Main
The race course will head down Main Street Street, 12th Street and Chestnut Street, alerting
from the Calloway County Courthouse to the boo motorists of route changes.
tom of the hill that intersects Sixth Street.
The races are scheduled to begin between 8Therefore, Main Street from Fourth to Sixth 8:30 a.m. Saturday.

State homeland LIVING HALF A WOR
LD AWAY
security director SOL/DER BRIDE DEAL WITH DAILY LIFE, IRAQ WAR
TOM BERRY/STAFF WRITER
urges agency
H
cooperation
Y

By TOM BERRY
outlined the department's focus
Staff Writer
to provide interoperable radios
Shrinking state and federal and other preparedness training
budgets are forcing law enforce- and equipment to local emerment, firefighters and other gency response agencies.
emergency responders to do Afterward, he answered quesmore with less and that means tions concerning local emeragencies are going to have to gency response needs.
communicate and work together
Deputy
Emergency
to provide effective public safe- Management Director Jeff
ty.
Steen asked whether the depart'flat was the message ment would be willing to proKcatucky Homeland Security_ vide support funding tc, commuDirector
drien defiveret nines ',let are aterodp. maddlIS
to about 25 their own efforts to NOM* the
Murray and equipment and training they
Calloway need. Steen noted that, in the
County gov- past, a community risked losing
ernment, state or federal dollars if it govpolice, fire and ernment officials perceived that
other emer- help was not needed.
gency
-Sometimes Ws a little risky
response offi- to talk about what you have
cials dining a already done on a grant
security sum- request,- he said
Edelson
mit meeting at
Edelen told the group that,
Murray State although state security funding
University Thursday afternoon. would likely not pay the full
Edelen told the group that the cost of purchasing equipment or
federal government now pro- providing training, it would
vides about 97 percent of state always be available to assist as
homeland security funding and much as possible. "We will
that figure will rise to 99 per- make a security investment to
cent beginning July I with the help those that are making an
loss of more state funding.
effort on their own," he said.
"As you know, in a weak
"We may riot provide all that
economy, those funds are you need, but we will subsidize
shrinking dramatically," he said. efforts made by local communi"We're going to have to work ties. We must have a shared
harder and we're going to have commitment to make sure emerto work smarter. But the best gency responders in Kentucky
way to do both of them is to are ready and prepared"
work together."
In response to a question
The meeting was attended by from Marcum, Edelen encourCalloway County Sheriff Bill aged local agencies to commuMarcum, Murray Fire Chief nicate directly with the state
Michael Skinner, Murray Police office as well as continuing
Chief Ken (laud, Murray State grant funding applications
Police Chief David DeVoss, through the Purchase Area
representatives from Calloway Development District office in
County Fire-Rescue, Calloway Mayfield.
County DES Rescue, city and
He said the most important
county 911 I...Agency opera- job he has is to listen to local
tions, Murray State University, emergency response leaders and
Calloway County
Health take their concerns back to
Department and
Murray - Frankfort, but even more imporCalloway County Hospital and tant is the direct communication
city and county government
During the session, Edelen
•See Page 3A
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WVU preasident to resign over scandal
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP)
— West Virginia University
President Mike Garrison said
Fnday he will resign in
September to end the controversy surrounding the improper
awarding of a master's degree to
the governoi's daughter
"After careful reflection. I
have determined I am the one
person who is uniquely situated
to stop this dialogue with my
decision,- Garrison told the
school's Board of Governors. "It
is the most difficult decision I
have ever faced But it is a clear
decision with a clear outcome"
The 39-year-old Garrison's
nine-month administration has
been dogged from the start by

COMMON
The date for Healther
Duffy's "Shadow of a Memory"
exhibition's public reception at
the Murray Art Guild was
incorrect on Thursday's Arts
page. The correct date is
Saturday at I p.m.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

the degree scandal and the sudden departure of former football
coach Rich Rodriguez that triggered a $4 million lawsuit by
WVU over a buyout clause in
his contract.
Last week, after meeting pnvately with Garnson and key
staff, the Board of Governors
declared Garrison had done
nothing wrong in the matter of
Mylan Inc. executive Heather
Bresch.
Though an independent panel
found there was no evidence of
Garrison's interference, it was
on his watch last fall that WVU
administrators added courses
and grades to Bresch's incomplete transcript, awarding her a
1998 executive master's business of administration degree
she'd been claiming on her

"unselfish."
"Your decision today should
initiate a call to heal divisiveness and to move forward," said
Steve Goodwin, the board's
chairman.
"Sometimes this great university and that public trust are
far more important than any one
individual and any one issue,"
Goodwin said. "Mike Garrison
demonstrated that by his
unselfish action."
There was no immediate
word on what Garrison would
do until his resignation takes
effect Sept. 1, or when the
Board of Governors would start
looking for a successor.
"I will always stand with this
university. I will stand in whatever way I can serve," Garrison
said. "And
I ask that
rtslfille
Mountaineers evarywhere stand
The controversy has prompt- together, now more than ever, to
ed newspapers and alumni to move West Virginia University
call for Garrison to resign. Also, forward."
a growing number of alumni
Gov. Joe Manchin said he
have said they would not donate understood how difficult it was
for Garrison to resign and he
until Garrison left.
Despite two faculty votes should be commended.
demanding he resign, Garrison
"Today's actions were obvisaid he stayed because he was ously taken with great care, and
asked to by the board and it is my sincere hope that all
because it was what he believed who truly love WVU will apprea leader should do.
ciate the president's and the
On Friday, the board called v iththem
ard'seff
.orts and will work
to
leave
his
decision
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GREG TRAVIS/Lodger 8 Times
THURSDAY MISHAP: Emerguncy personnel from the Murray Fire Department, the MurrayCalloway County EMS and other departments responded to an accident Thursday on North
12th Street near Murray State University's Roy Stewart Stadium. Pictured above, Clint
Stewart, center, with MFD assists a passenger r one of the vehicles involved in the accident.
At right, Kevin Munsey, with the Jaws of Life tool, and Mar* Lovell prepare to remove the driver from the vehicle.

Report adds fuel to Iraq debate
WASHINGTON (AP.; -- A
new Senate report gives a fresh
shot of adrenaline to the elec-

again; said the committee's
chairman, Sen. Jay Rockefeller,
President Bush and his top D-W.Va.
According to Rockefeller, the
officials deliberately misrepresented secret intelligence to problem was the Bush adminismake the case to invade Iraq, tration concealed information
according to the Senate that would have undermined the
case for war. "We might have
Intelligence Committee.
The panel put a new spin on avoided this catastrophe," he
old charges. comparing claims said.
Bush's press secretary, Dana
made in five speeches by top
Bush administration officials Perino, said the problem was
with intelligence reports. The flawed intelligence heading into
committee says officials wrong- the war "We had the intellily linked Saddam Hussein to the gence that we had, fully vetted.
Sept. II attacks and al-Qaicla; but it was wrong. And we cerclaimed Iraq would give terror- tainly regret that," she said.
The Senate report, however,
ist groups chemical, biological
or nuclear weapons, and said found that intelligence supportIraq was developing drone air- ed most of the administration's
craft to spread chemical or bio- statements about Iraq before the
logical agents over the United war. But officials often did not
mention the level of dissension
States.
None was borne out by intel- or uncertainty in the intelligence
agencies about the information
ligence.
The presumptive Democratic they were presenting.
Two Republicans, Sens.
nominee for president, Sen.
Barack Obama, has staked his Chuck Nagel of Nebraska and
campaign on his consistent Olympia Snowe of Maine,
opposition to the Iraq war. The endorsed the report.
The committee's five other
presumptive Republican nominee, Sen. John McCain, has Republicans, however, assailed
t inirtis.cri exercise. They
trumpeted his unflagging supaccused Democrats of covering
port for the war, if not how it
for their own members, includwas waged.
The report released Thursday ing Rockefeller and Sen, Carl
follows, by years, an earlier Levin, D-Mich., who made simcommittee effort that assessed ilar statements about Iraq based
the quality of pre-war intelli- on the same intelligence the
gence on Iraq and found it Bush administration used.
"It is ironic that the
severely lacking. This report is
known as "phase II" and Democrats would knowingly
spawned a nasty partisan fight distort and misrepresent the
in the committee. It plows well- committee's findings and the
tread political ground by con- intelligence in an effort to prove
trasting what Bush. Vice that the administration distorted
President Dick Cheney, then- and mischaracterized the intelliSecretary of State Cohn Powell gence," said Sen. Christopher
and then-Defensa Secretary Bond of Missouri, the commitDonald H. Rumsfeld said tee's top Republican.
between October 2002 and
A second report issued by the
March 2003, when the U.S.-led committee Thursday
says
invasion of Iraq began, with Pentagon officials concealed
intelligence reports that since from U.S. intelligence agencies
have been released.
potentially useful tips from
"These reports are about Iranian agents in 2001, includthe
government ing that Tehran allegedly sent hit
holding
accountable and making sure teams to Afghanistan to kill
these mistakes never happen Americans.
tion-year debate over the Iraq
war.
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Murray Police Department
-A theft was reported at 112 N. 12th St. Wednesday. May 28 at
12-20 p.m.
-A theft of medication was reported at 904 Goldwater Road at
8a12 p.m.
-A house was reported vandalized at 1641 Wiswell Road at
10:49 p.m.
-A bike was reported stolen at 104 N. 15th St. Thursday at 10:26
a.m.
-Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at 1540 Diuguid Dr.
at 10:36 a.m.
-A caller reported mail tampering at 50 N. 1st St. at 2:25 p.m.
-A theft was reported at 206 S. 16th St. at 9:43 p.m.
-A theft was reported at 407 Poplar St. at Monday at 7.56 a.m.
-A theft of a license plate was reported at 308 1/2 S. 16M St. at
1:27 p.m.
-A theft was reported at the Dotter General Store Tuesday at
10:43 a.m.
-A theft of a wallet was reported at 514 S. 13th St. at 1:28 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at 100 N. 13th St. at 4:19 p.m.
-A theft of a bicycle was reported at 1507 Kirkwood Dr
Wednesday at 9:01 a.m.
--Theft of services was reported from City Hall at 1:10 p.m.
-A burglary was reported from 1405 Main St. at 3:15 p.m.
Murray State University Police DepaelineM
-Travis J. Smith, of Livermore and Joshua Everly of Sacramento
were arrested Wednesday, May 28 at 10.30 a.m. for theft by
unlawful taking over $300 in reference to a May 3 theft from a
vehicle report
-A theft of an lpod was reported from Carr Health Thursday at
12:39 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at Springer College Wednesday at 2-52
p.m.
-A key lockbox was reportedty broken into in Elizabeth College
at 1017 p.m.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-A theft of money was reported at 8.56 p.m.
-A theft was reporteio on Maple Street Monday at 9-50 a.m.
-A burglary was reported on 94 East at 7:28 p.m.
-A theft of a 4-wheeler was reported on McCuiston Drive
Wednesday at 8:51 a.m.
-Vandalism to a mailbox was reported on ironwood Drive at 4.42
p.m
— Information is obtained from
reports, logs and citations horn various agencies.
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sKy. creates cybercrime fighter
k

y BRUCE SCHREINER
Sociatecl Press Writer
a FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
Attorney General Jack Conway knows there
are online stalkers and
scam artists lurking somewhere — and he's assembled a team of investigators
to track them down.
Fulfilling a campaign
promise he made last year.
Conway on Thursday
announced a six -man
cybercrime investigation
division.
Conway
The investigators' tasks
include cracking down on identity theft and
Internet scams as well as uncovering sexual
predators lurking on youngsters' social networking Web sites.
"Cybercnmes are a huge problem,"
Conway said in a phone interview after
announcing the new investigative unit at a
Frankfort school. "les an issue that's literally scaring parents to death"
The unit's formation was part of a reorganization of the attorney general's office
that Conway announced amid budget cuts
hitting state government, including his
office.
unit will have a training role as well
— helping teach police how to process electronic evidence. That could entail learning

bow to recover information from computer
hard drives or from cell phones. Conway
said.
Conway said the use of social networking
sites such as MySpace or Facebook is pervasive among youngsters. He knows because
when he speaks at middle schools, he'll ask
students if they have pages on such sites. All
the hands shoot up, he said. Then he'll ask if
they are a certain age because there are age
restrictions to use the sites.
"Hands go up, down — they don't know
what to do," he said. "They realize they're
caught in a lie in front of the attorney general."
Conway said parents should take an
active role by doing Google searches of their
children on the Internet and getting listed as
friends on their children's pages.
"I don't know how many kids I've gotten
grounded by telling parents around this state
that have 11- or 12-year-olds,'Your kid does
have a MySpace or a Facebook page," he
said.
Anthony Sieg, principal at Shelby
County East Middle School, liked the idea
of the special unit, saying it helps keep kids
safe from "cyberspace harassment." He estimated that about half the students with
Internet access at his school have some verOon of a personalized Web site, and that
some are underage. Those children may be
too naive to realize that they're chatting with

adult predators lying about their age, he said
The Shelby County school system
offered sessions for middle and high school
students on Internet safety, especially for
sites like MySpace.
Conway's predecessor, Greg Stumbo,
also tried to crack down on Internet child
predators. During Stumbo's tenure, the
attorney general's office was involved in
Internet sting operations that netted numerous arrests.
Rep. John Vincent, an Ashland
Republican who has spearheaded efforts by
stale lawmakers to crack down on identity
theft, called the new investigatise unit a
"positive step" to take on a growing spectrum of cybercnmes.
"I think it is a good idea to have a concerted, centralized effort on behalf of the
state to try to attack some of those problems," he said
He said the unit's training would be valuable in equipping law enforcement with the
knowledge to crack down on sexual and
financial predators.
Conway said the special unit will complement "good. sound parenting" needed to
help protect children from online predators.
"Parents can't go online and set up a chat
with an adult sex offender that wants to target a 13- or 14-year-old kid," he said. "Only..
law enforcement can, and tins new unit will
do that."

Suspect in Tenn. killing shoots self
married with five young children and had graduated from
Tennessee Law Enforcement
Training Academy just two
weeks ago.
Probation officials said the
warrant was issued for Bryson
because he failed drug screens
and violated curfew while on
probation for a 2007 felony marijuana possession charge.
Bryson's former mother-inlaw, Marcia Crowe, said Bryson
was married to her daughter for
about a year before they
divorced several years ago, and
they have a 10-year-old daughter.
"I saw it on TV and I just
couldn't believe it," Crowe, a
57-year-old from Dayton, said
in a phone interview Thursday.
"1 expected him to steal, do dope
and stuff like that, but I never
thought he would kill someone."

MONTEAGLE, Tenn. (AP)
-- A man suspected of killing a
sheriff's deputy and wounding
.another officer died Friday
morning after authorities say he
..shot himself at the end of a daylong manhunt.
Kermit Bryson. 29, died
'around 12:30 a.m. at Erlanger
Hospital in Chattanooga, said
David Trillet, a supervisor at the
hospital.
of
Bureau
Tennessee
Investigation director Mark
:Gwyn said agents found Bryson
behind his girlfriend's house
'Thursday evening and negotiat':ed with him for about 20 min'utes before he shot himself in
the head.
• Federal. state and local
',authorities launched a manhunt
for Bryson after the Thursday
morning shooting death of
Sheriff's
County
Grundy
- Deputy Shane Tate, 28.
Gwyn said officers

did

KentuckvInBrief
AG taken to hospital
after becoming ill

FRANKFORT Ky rAPi — Kentucky Attorney General Jack
Conway was taken to a hospital after becoming ill during lunch
Conway's spokeswoman Allison Martin says the 38-year-old
attorney general has been suffering from a flu like illness this week
She says Conway became ill during a luncheon meeting
Thursday at a Frankfort restaurant Martin says Conway was taken
to the emergency room at Frankfort Regional Medical Center where
he was checked out and then released
She says Conway returned to work later in the day

nosedive in May
State tax collections
— State General Fund tax collections
Ky

FRANKFORT
1API
took a nosedive in May
That has state budget director Mary Lassiter expressing caution
about whether tax receipts for the full fiscal year will meet proiections
made earlier in the year
Lassiter said Thursday that the General Fund took in $634 3 mi
lion in May. down by 20 5 percent from the same month a year ago
With one month left in the fiscal year. the General Fund has
received $7.8 billion. up 1 2 percent from rho same 11-month penod
a year earlier. Just a month ago, the state reported a 36 percent
increase in Genera! Fund receipts for April
State officials had predicted a big drop oft in tax receipts for May.
Lassiter says to meet state budget needs. General Fund receipts
must total $841.7 million in June. which would be 3 7 percent less
than collections in June 2007

Weather Service teams inspect tree
Ky.
damage in northern
(AP) --- National Weather Service teams are

LOU'SVILLE. Ky
working in Robertson and Pendleton counties in northern Kentucky.
trying to determine if wind damage was caused by tornadoes
Meteorologist Mixe Ryan of the Wilmington. Ohio, weather service office says the investigators hope to have additional information
by late Thursday.
Ryan said twisted grass "footprints" and trees that were toppled
Wednesday are being examined lust east of Mount Olivet in
Robertson County.
The Ledger Independent in nearby Maysville reports that softie
barns were flattened in the same area and the roof of a house w4s
damaged, but that there were no iniunes leportect
Spokesman Randy Wheelass of Duke Energy says fewer thin
1.000 Kentucky customers were still without electncal service by
Thursday afternoon from a high of more than 1,600
O__
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newborn
for not protecting
Ky. (AP) — A judge in Winchester sentenced Ja

AP
A Tennessee Bureau of Investigation official works at the trailer where Grundy County Deputy Shane Tate was killed
Thursday in Monteagle, Tenn. Tate and two other officers were
serving a warrant on Kermit Bryson early Thursday morning
and were inside Bryscn's trailer when Bryson fired at the officers.

LEXINGTON,
woman who failed to protect her infant son from abuse to five years
in pnson.
Genne Burgess pleaded guilty to failing to report her boyfriend
had thrown their newborn into a cnb.
Jesse Patrick was sentenced to 10 years after he acknewledg4i
abusing then- 3-day-old Wyatt Patnck.
Doctors at University of Kentucky Hospital found the infant ao
have bruises on the head and torso bleeding in the left eye arid
bleeding in the brain.
In court Thursday, Bdrgess pleaded for probation, saying sfte
should have taken the infant to the hospital immediately, instead ot
nearly a day later.
The court denied her request.
The baby is now five months old and is in the care of child protective services.
t

C
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fire any shots during the negotiations n Monteagle, a town of
1,200 people along Interstate 24
about 35 miles northwest of
. Chattanooga.
"We gave it the best effort we
could," Gwyn said.
Authorities found Bryson
about three miles away from the
mobile home where the deputy
was shot while trying to take
.. Bryson into custody on a probation violation warrant.
Tate died at the scene.
Monteagle Police Officer Brian
Malhoit was grazed by a bullet
but not seriously hurt.
Within hours of the shooting,
armed officers were using dogs
and helicopters to comb the
rugged area at the southern end
of the Cumberland Plateau in
.what TBI spokeswoman Kristin
Helm described as "an absolute
'.all-out manhunt."
' A neighbor and longtime
friend of Bryson's said shooting
_ someone would be out of character for him.
"He's not a bad guy. He had
to freak out in some way," said
• Tim D. Sanders, 30, before
authorities found Bryson.
• Sanders said he and Bryson
spent weekends in jail together
last summer and that the slain
deputy was the jailer. He said
- Tate and Bryson were friendly.
Bryson's criminal record
includes convictions for theft,
burglary and a jail escape in
2001.
Mayor
County
Grundy
Ladue Bouldin said Tate was

•Homeland security ...
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said. "These are the type of people who rush into burning buildbetween local communities and ings, they are the people who
serve warrants, these are people
the state office.
"This is the main thing. that get guns drawn on them.
Trying to find out what the They just want to know that we
emergency responders need in mean what we say. They want to
Murray and Calloway County know that, when they apply for
and trying to do the right thing a grant, are they going to get
funded."
by them," he said.
Edelen said state homeland
During an interview with the
Murray Ledger & Times before secutity officials are now planthe meeting, Edelen said the ning to allocate funding to counagency's primary' focus is assess ties based on grant applications
the need of local agencies and during the third and fourth quarget them what they need to do ter of this year. He said the allocations will be administrated in
their jobs.
"We have to make sure a balanced way to provide for
Kentucky is prepared for a natu- all emergency response agenral or man-made disaster and the cies with as much of what they
best way we do that is by mak- need as possible.
"We want to make sure that
ing sure our first responders
have the equipment, resources everyone that has a role to play
and training they need." he receive homeland security dollars," he said.
said.
DeVoss said before the meetEdelen said his previous
experience in business manage- ing that an inter-agency QUAD
ment will be put to work making (QUick Action Deployment)
sure planning is in place to drill has been scheduled for
direct scarce resources in a way June 19-20 at Calloway County
that will maximize benefit to the schools. The drills, which have
state's emergency response per- been ongoing for several years,
sonnel. He said he knows emer- involve officers from Murray.
gency responders just want Calloway County and MSU and
straight talk and even straighter possibly other agencies in a conaction concerning what they certed training effort to respond
need to know and what they to a hostage situation, shooting,
bomb threat or other crisis on a
need to have.
"First responders are no-non- school campus. A similar drill
sense guys. They're not politi- took place last y ar at Faculty
cians. They are not people that Hall on the MSU campus which
are interested in doing anything also involved Kentucky State
other than doing their job," he Police.
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FORUM
IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Grace's weight
Sometimes you can't settle a score. Sometimes
you can't undo an injustice. And sometimes the
only way to right a wrong is, paradoxically, to
forgive it.
Heather Lynn Evans" family taught us the stunning power of such an act when they pleaded for
no jail time for Virginia truck driver Gregory Gibson.
On July 24 Gibson blew through a red light in
Alexandria and crashed into a pickup truck carrying 14-year-old Heather and members of her family. Heather died. Gibson lived, but with the burden of his crime.
On May 28, Gibson faced sentencing after pleading guilty to reckless homicide and six counts of
assault for the accident that also seriously injured
Heather's mother and younger brother. His attorney said he hadn't realized the light had turned
red.
In an act of grace they said was motivated by
their religious faith and Heather's spirit, relatives
publicly forgave Gibson, asked the judge for
leniency, and, outside the courtroom, embraced
him and wept with him.
Such a scene is a tough construct for modern
observers who are used to a world of litigation,
accusation and retribution.
The decision to forgive is an act of will over
feeling. The Evans family executed it resolutely.
After 10 months of living with the aftermath of
Gibson's actions, they knew the full weight of the
crime they were forgiving. Heather wasn't coming
home again. Her mother Leah and little brother
Jacob would live for years or perhaps forever with
the burden of their injuries. Life would never be
the same again.
But even in their sorrow they realized the same
was true for Gregory Gibson, the father of two
teenage girls.
He had been careless and irresponsible, but he
was sincerely remorseful. He took responsibility for
his actions. He pleaded guilty to charges and
agreed never to drive a commercial truck on roadways again. He apologized profoundly.
All of that, however, could never balance out
the loss of a life. So Heather's family had to
reach beyond emotion — reason, even — to offer
something Gibson could never earn.
When mercy is put on the scale, it doesn't
counterbalance justice. It wildly outweighs it. It
supplants courtroom remedies. It overshadows
punishments. It elevates what is legally appropriate to what is morally brave.
Those who knew her will find many ways to
memorialize Heather Evans, but none will honor
her more than the generosity and grace of her
family's actions.
We hope that by refusing to add to a repentant
man's burden they will somehow lighten their
own heavy hearts. Their pain, like Gibson's terrible error, doesn't go away. It just becomes easier
to bear.
— Kentucky Enquirer
Ft. Mitchell
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The pros/cons of picking Hillary
WASHINGTON (AP) — Memo to
Barack Obama:
Now that you've named three people
to help you pick a running mate, they
surely will list the pros and cons of
Hillary Rodham Clinton. And no doubt
some kibitzers will do the same without your encouragement.
We happily fall into the second category', so we asked an array of political
insiders, from all persuasions and parties, to offer their thoughts. Herewith,
free of charge, is a summary of their
responses.
Pro: She helps with white, workingclass voters. They abandoned you in
droves in key states such as Ohio and
Pennsylvania. Although they lean Democratic, many are threatening to stay
home or vote for John McCain in
November. Clinton appeals strongly to
them, and she might help you keep
Michigan and Pennsylvania in the
Democratic column (from 2004) while
boosting your chances to grab Ohio,
Missouri and Florida.
Con: She undermines your core message. Your campaign theme from Day
One was "Change." You made it clear
you weren't referring only to the Bush
administration but to a longer legacy of
partisan warfare and endless score-settling in Washington. That reads "Clinton administration." Choosing Hillary
Clinton may be a smart conventional
move, but it smacks of predictable, oldschool politics and it summons the
ghosts of the divisive 1990s.
Pro: She has enough experience and
Political heft to convince voters she
could be president at a moment's
notice, the "threshold question- for a
vice president.
Con: You two don't seem to like
each other very much. When you were

could present.
closing in on thc nomination, she kept
Pro: She helps with women and Hisexposing your weaknesses and portraypanics. Yes, this is partly a subset of
ing you as second-best. On your night
Item No. I. But Clinton ran very well
of triumph, she stole your thunder by
among Hispanics, who are important to
refusing to concede and by dropping
your hopes of winning Florida, Colhints of a vice presidential slot. Where
orado and New Mexico. And many
is the chemistry. the trust, the compatihigh-income. college-educated women
bility?
also were drawn to her and are keenly
Pro: She puts a battler on your
disappointed at her second-place finish.
team. The vice presidential nominee
Con: How much history will Ameritypically is the hatchet man (or
cans make? Political scientists know
woman) who leads the attack against
voting trends to the micro-precinct
the other ticket. Spiro Agnew worked it
level, hut no one has ever tested
beautifully; John Edwards eschewed the
whether the nation will elect a woman
role, with unhappy results. You're the
or a black to the White House. Combasketball player. but Hillary Clinton
batting the combined powers of racial
throws elbows with the ,best.
and gender prejudices in one year may
Con: Battlers can overdo it. Fair or
be too much to ask.
not. Clinton is a divisive figure who
Pro: She brings a proven team of
causes millions of Americans to seethe.
fundraisers, planners and volunteers to
No one stirs up the conservative base
the ticket.
like she does, and that might offset the
Con: Why not get two for the price
good she does in key Rust Belt regions
of one? To safeguard her husband's
and elsewhere.
legacy and her own ambition, Hillary
Pro: Bill Clinton. She comes packaged with the most successful Democra- Clinton surely must campaign vigorously and wholeheartedly for you, whether
tic politician of his generation. Still
she's on the ticket or not. Let her do
revered by many Democratic voters, he
so while you pick a running mate who
is an instinctive, fierce campaigner who
brings other strengths.
left office with high approval ratings, a
Pro: She might put Arkansas in play.
federal budget surplus and a nation at
Bush won the state easily in 2004, but
peace.
maybe the state's former first lady,
Con: Bill Clinton. Throw the "No
Drama Obama" mantra out the window. whose husband's presidential library is
in Little Rock, can put it in your colThe former president is a larger-thanumn.
life character who can't avoid microCon: She has dubious taste in music.
phones, cameras or controversy, even
Throughout Pennsylvania she played the
when campaigning as a surrogate.
theme from "Rocky," a movie about a
Opponents not only would dredge up
white protagonist who beats up a black
the Lewinsky affair, impeachment, Linman before losing to him. And she
coln Bedroom fundraisers, presidential
made a Celine Dion tune her official
pardons, etc., they also would delve
campaign song. Enough said
into more recent questions about his
huge fees from foreign interests and the
— Charles Babingtorr
possible national security conflicts they
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01!invades
Mrs. Deed* WorInnen Dunn

Paid Obituary

The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy Workman Dunn will be Saturday at
noon in the chapel of H.M. Patterson and Son Funeral Home, Sandy
Springs, Ga. Pastor Terry Quick will officiate. Burial will follow in Mrs. Cozy L Garland
The funeral for Mrs. Cozy E. Garland will be today (Friday) at
the Arlington Memonal Park.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Wayne
p.m.
2
Visitation will be one hour prior to the service on Saturday
Caner and Rev. Matthew Williams will ofticiate. Music will be by
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church of
Alvin Usrey, vocalist, and Janet Arnold, pianist.
Sandy Springs,650 Mount Vernon Hwy.. Sandy Springs, GA 30328
Pallbearers will be Kenneth Greer. Jimmy
or the American Parkinson Disease Association, P.O. Box 49416,
Greer, Randy Tucker. Curtis Tucker, Shawn
Atlanta, GA 30359
Tucker and Chris Ricker. Burial will follow in the
Mrs. Dunn, 84, Atlanta. Ga., died Wednesday. June 4, 2008, at
Murray City Cemetery.
8:55 p.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended illness from
Visitation IS now at the funeral home.
Parkinson's disease.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
She was a member of First Baptist Church. Sandy Springs, Ga.,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice, 803
and was a retired furniture saleswoman. She was married April 5,
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071
1940, to Milburn Dunn. who died April 21, 2008. Also preceding
Mrs. Garland, 83. Poor Farm Road, Murray,
her in death was one sister. Bettie Sue Murdock. Born March 9,
Clartwid
died Tuesday, June 3, 2008, at 4 p.m. at her home.
1924, in Calloway County, Ky.. she was the daughter of the late
A homemaker, she was a member of West Fork
John Workman and Dixie Jones Worlunan.
Baptist Church and of the Median Sunday School Class.
Survivors include two daughters, Deborah Dunn, Roswell, Ga.,
Preceding her in death were two sisters, Clara Fitts and Code11
and Patricia Tustian and husband, Graham, Alpharetta, Ga.; two Pittman. two brothers, Cletus Cohoon and Thomas Cohoon, and one
grandchildren, Ashley Tustian May and Christopher John Tustian; sister-in-law. Frances Garland Tucker. Born Sept. 26, 1924, in
one great-grandson, Sawyer James May; one sister, Jo Burkeen and Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Charlie Cohoon
husband. J.B., and brother-in-law, John T. Murdock, all of Murray, and Altie Lassiter Cohoon.
Ky.; one brother, Bobby Z. Workman and wife, Jeannette,
Survivors include her husband, Bernice Garland, to whom she
Columbus, Miss.; one sister-in-law, Evelyn Dunn Neale, was married April 5, 1947, in Murray; two sons, David E. Garland
and wife, Glenda. Murray, and Danny J. Garland and wife, Candy,
Clearwater. Fla.; several nieces and nephews.
House Springs, Mo.; sister-in-law, Esther Cohoon, Murray; brotherJohn Tucker, Kirksey; six grandchildren, Andrew, Matthew.
in-law,
Ronald Grafford
Ronald Gratford, 53. of Murray, died Thursday. June 5, 2008, at Jonathan, Nathaniel, Susanna and Benjamin Garland, all of House
.4'30 a.m, at his residence. Born Jan. 24, 1955, he was the son of Springs.
Duane Grafford of Wood River, Ill., and the late Frances Dillinger
Grafford.
He is also survived by his wife, Ronda Wright Grafford, to whom
he married March 30, 2002. one step-son Jerad Morns, one stepdaughter. Kayla Morns, and brother-in-law Randy Wright and wife.
Tina, all of Murray; one brother, David Grafford, and brother-in-law
Rodney Wright and wife. Lena, both of Alton. Ill.; one sister. Judy
Pease and husband, Brian, Dacula, Ga.; two other brothers-in-law
Richard Wright and wife, Shelia, South Fulton, Tenn., and Terry
Wright and wife, Jean, Union City, Tenn.. as well as several nieces,
nephews and uncles.
Visitation will be today (Friday) from 5-8 p.m. at Ernes-Miller
Funeral Home. The service will be held Monday at 11:30 a.m. at
Valhalla Memorial Gardens in Godfrey, Ill., with Bob Tracey officiating.
Mark's Mortuary is in charge of Illinois arrangements. Online
condolences can be made at www.imesmillercom.

James H."Jim" Sullivan
James H. "Jim" Sullivan, 74, of Farmington, Ky., died
Wednesday. June 4, 2008, at 9 a.m, at his residence.
Sullivan was a member of Farmington Baptist
Church, as well as a retired loan officer with
Exchange Bank and a former Mayfield city councilman, member of the Mayfield Lions Club and
Optimist Club, and a Kentucky Colonel. He was also
a U.S. Air Force veteran of the Korean Conflict.
He is the son of Irene Gream Sullivan, of Mayfield, and the late
Cletus P. Sullivan. He was also preceded in death by his first wife,
Elwanda England Sullivan. and one son, James Terry Sullivan.
Other survivors include his wife, Jackie Wilson Glover, and one
daughter, Christy Ann Sullivan Stanley and husband, Jay, all of
Mayfield; one son, Thomas A. Sullivan and wife, Teresa, Wichita,
Kan.. two step-sons, Jeff Wilson, Benton, Ky., and Chris Wilson,
Rome. Ga.; one brother, William C. Sullivan and wife, Shirley,
Lakeland, Tenn.; one sister, Sherry Wolfe and husband, Russ,
Reidland; five grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Visitation will be today (Friday) from 5-8 p.m. at Byrn Funeral
Home in Mayfield. Service will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in Byrn
Chapel with the Rev. Curtis Rice and Rev. Ben Stratton officiating.
Burial will be at Maplewood Cemetery.
Pallbearers will he Jeff Wilson, Chris Wilson, Curtis Sullivan,
Matthew Sullivan, Billy Sullivan and Larry Gteam. Honorary pallbearers will be the Men's 2 class of Farmington Baptist Church. ,
Military graveside rites will be conducted by American Legion Post
26.

Jobless rate jumps to 5.5
percent, most since 1986
WASHINGTON (AP) The nation's unemployment rate
jumped to 5.5 percent in Maythe biggest monthly rise since
1986 - as nervous employers
cut 49,000 jobs.
The latest snapshot of business conditions showed a
deeply troubled economy, with
dwindling job opportunities in a
time of continuing hardship in
the housing, credit and financial
sectors.
With employers worried
about a sharp slowdown and
their own prospects, they
clamped down on hiring in May,
said today's report from the
Labor Department. The unemployment rate soared from 5
percent in April to 5.5 percent in
May. That was the biggest onemonth jump in the rate since
February 1986. The increase left
the jobless rate at its highest
since October 2004.
The big jump in the unemployment rate surprised economists who were forecasting a
tick-up to 5.1 percent. Payroll
losses, however, weren't as deep
as the 60,000 that analysts were
bracing for. Still, job losses in
both March and April turned out
to be larger than the government
previously reported. Employers
now have cut payrolls for five
straight months.
The 5.5 percent rate is relatively moderate judged by historical standards. Yet, there was
no question that employers last
month sharply cut jobs in manufacturing, construction. retaiung
and professional and businesses
services. Those losses swamped
gains elsewhere, including in
the education and health fields,
government and leisure and

hospitality.
The government said the
number of unemployed people
grew by 861,000 in May - rising to 8.5 million. The over-themonth jump in unemployment
reflected more workers losing
their jobs as well as an increase
in those coming into the job
market to look for work, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics said.
A year ago, the number of
unemployed stood at 6.9 million
and the jobless rate was 4.5 percent. A trio of crises- housing,
credit and financial - have
rocked the economy. That's
caused economic growth to
slow to a crawl as businesses
and consumers have tightened
their hells. Spiraling energy
costs are another negative force.
The country's economic
problems are a top concern for
voters - and thus for President
Bush. lawmakers on Capitol
Hill and those vying to win the
White House this fall.
So far this year, the government said, job losses have
totaled 324,000. Workers with
jobs, however, saw modest
gains. Average hourly earnings
for jobholders rose to $17.94 in
May, up 0.3 percent from the
previous month. Economists
were forecasting a 0.2 percent
gain. Over the last 12 months,
wages have grown by 3.5 percent..
With food and energy prices
marching upward, paychecks
aren't stretching as far.
Although tax rebates helped to
energize shoppers and give
major retailers better sales in
May, analysts still believe consumers will be keeping a close
watch on their purchases.
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Democrats Obama,
Clinton meet privately.
WASHINGTON (AP) -Baas-A Obama met privately
with Hillary Rodhani Clinton, a
likely vice presidential candidate, as the Democratic nominee-in-waiting sought to unite
his fractured party against
Republican John McCain in
November.
One of her top supporters,
fellow New York senator
Charles Schumer. said this
morning that Clinton would
accept the No. 2 spot.
"She has said if Senator
Obama should want her to be
vice president and thinks it
would be best for the ticket, she
will serve, she will accept that.
But on the other hand, if he
chooses someone else she will
work just as hard for the party' in
November," Schumer, Clinton's
New York colleague in the
Senate, told ABC's "Good
Morning Amenca."
Clinton and Obama met in
Washington Thursday night,
going to great lengths to keep
the meeting secret from the
media beforehand. Schumer said
the meeting was not about the
vice presidency.
Robert Gibbs, an Obama
spokesman, said the meeting
was to talk about uniting the
Democratic Party. "Senator
Obama and Senator Clinton did
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have occasion to meet this
evening." Gibbs said late
Thursday it's the end of the
primary process. They wanted to
talk about bringing these cam•
paigns together in unity."
Clinton has organized an.
in
Saturday
for
event
Washington, where she has told,
supporters she will formally end
her campaign and back °barna
•
for president.
Gibbs would not say where
the former rivals met, except
that it was not at Clinton's home
in Washington, as had been,
widely reported. CNN reported
Fnday that the meeting was at'
Diane'
Sen.
California
Feinstein's home. Reporters
traveling with Obama sensed.
something might be happening
between the pair when they
arrived at his campaign plane
after an event in Northern
Virginia and he was not aboard.
Asked at the time about the
Illinois senator's whereabouts':.
Gibbs smiled and declined tid'
comment. Clinton spokesmati.
Howard Wolfson said the former
first lady isn't waging a campaign for No. 2.
"She is not seeking the vice•
presidency, and no one speaks!
for her but her." Wolfson said,
Thursday.
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SUNDAY OPEN HOUSES
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WAY - $279,900

Impressive Saddle Creek executive home on extra large lot. Quality
details throughout this 4 Br., 3 Fla. spacious home. Hardwood
floors, vaulted ceilings, bonus room plus many extras.

Factory Rebate $1,000
Plus
3.9% for 60 Months

1
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8474 ST. RI. 94 EAST- $149,000
Country living on over 2 acres lust a few minutes from Murray on
Rt 94 East. Spacious 4 Br., 3 Ba. home with hardwood floors and
many extras.

Factory Rebate $1,000
Plus
2.9% for 60 Months
wif,1MAC
AC, Auto., Tilt, AM/FM,
CD Player, Side Impact
Supplement Air Bag

Factory Rebate $1,000
or
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1703 KEENLAND DRIVE - $109,900
Charming brick randier in great city neighborhood. 3 Br with
hardwood floors and many updates including a new roof. Must see
to appreciate.
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REALTY SERVICES
On The Court Square • 115 S. 4th St. • Murray
www.crye-leike.com

(270) 761-5700
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Leadership Tomorrow alumni's
5K run & 3K walk is Saturday

pleted the thematic Honors Program.
This fall he will begin his
study in the Cinema Arts program with a major in film
studies and a minor in psychology.
He is a 2006 honor graduate of Calloway County High
School and is the son of Don
and Jeannie Robertson of Murray.

LOS ANGELES. Calif. —
David Robertson of Murray,
Ky.. has qualified for the spring
semester dean's list at the University of Southern California.
Eligibility is based on a minimum course load of 12 hours
and a quality grade point average of 3.5 or higher.
Robertson, a presidential
-scholar, has completed his sophomore year in the college of
"'arts and letters and has corn-

Stud

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Leadership Tomorrow alumni's 5K run
& 3K walk will be Saturday. Registration
will start at 8 a.m. and run/walk at 9 a.m.
Start and finish will be at Calloway County High School. Persons may park behind
the high school.
Those wishing to walk may also bring
their dogs to walk with them. Proceeds
will go to the Humane Society which will
have dog microchipping at the race site
and dogs to adopt. For more information
call Jean Bennett at 753-4363.

Tea party event Sunday

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross and Murray Woman's Club
Beast tea
will host the third annual Red Cross Beauty and the
will
party on Sunday from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Pictures with Belle
Saturby
made
be
must
purchases
Ticket
p.m.
2:30
at
begin
day by calling 753-1421.

Soapbox Derby events scheduled
Photo provided
CLUB SPEAKER: Judy Lyle from Murray State University
spoke recently for the Coalition for Clean Air Murray at a
meeting of Kiwanis Club of Murray. She stated, That the
Coalition would like to see businesses choose to become
smoke-free, not because it is mandated, but because it is the
right thing to do for employees and patrons." Kiwanis meets
at Ryan's on Thursday at noon. For information on Kiwanis
contact Brenda Call, 753-7870.

CCMS student recognized
Photo provided
STUDENTS OF MONTH: Calloway County Middle School's
Sixth Grade Students of the Month for Apnl are Marco
O'Bryan, Summer Simmons, Amber Miller and Dakota Futch.
These students wwere chosen because of outstanding char• acter, work habits, behavior and cooperation with their peers
and teachers.

Jessica Swift has been recognized by the United States
Achievement Academy as a
student of excellence in science.
Swift. a student at Calloway
County Middle School. was
nominated tor this honor by
Beth Morehead, a teacher at

the school. She will appear in
the academy yearbook.
She is the daughter of Ricky
and Linda Swift of Benton.
Her grandparents are Cecil and
Betty Swift of Benton, Janet
Woods of Snellville, G9., and
Al Cichocki of Orlando, Ha.

the Month
Gibson named May Rotary MHS Student of
paid off in February when we
unnoticed. "
Voted best personality by
his senior class members and
graduating in, the top ten percent of the 2008 class, Gibson said that a "hard work
ethic is a Murray High School
contagious trait." "Students
feed off this positive environment. and in turn it makes
hard work and doing one's
best, a habit." he said. "It
starts at the top with our principal. Teresa Speed. She sets
the example with her work ethic,
balancing a number of tasks
while still finding time to talk
to any student that needs to.
and still making it to every
sporting event. From her it is
passed down to the faculty, who
display work ethic and its
importance inside the class
room."
•
•
•
••
As the MHS basketball cap• '• • •
and also a MHS varsity
tain
ed
Our Register
*•
Gibson's
member.
tennis
Bridal Couples:
•• extracurricular athletic involveLe
Cleo
ment has provided multiple
& Jonathan King
growth opportunities outside the
. "I've participated in
..lassroom
•
Meagan Rogers
many camps for younger chilBaldwin
Zach
&
•
dren, teaching fundamentals and
•
strategies, as well as hard work
Tamara Howard
and being a team player. Not
•
& Joshua Lanier
only has it helped me give
•
Megan Jones
back, but I also have taken many
dr Aaron Storey
qualities from these sports," he
said. "Being a team captain
Whitney Delk
my senior year, 1 had to find
& Ryan Vonnahme
ways to motivate my teammates, get everyone to play
Gail Fridy
iogether and work well with
Gray
& Phil

Brett Gibson, son of Ronnie and Nancy Gibson of Murray, was selected as the May
Rotary Student of the Month
for Murray High School.
• Selected by faculty members,
Gibson was recently recognized
for this honor during a Rotary
• meeting.
Gibson. who will attend Mur•
ray State University in the fall
, pursuing a physics major, said
• being selected, for this honor
was an especially noteworthy
" conclusion to his senior year.
"This award, combined with
..tthe numerous other awards that
•
...1 received towards the end of
‘
kiny senior year, really showed
Ssme that the hard work and
1.dedication I have demonstrat%
ked over the past four years
really paid off and. didn't go

Kathryn Stalls
& Kyle Tracy
Cherie Moore
& Mark Fitch

St
NO CHECAS -

Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry

SCtiEb1.1116001ITHRU JUNE '2

moviesinmurray.com

Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds

Sex & The City

Murray Rotary Club's Soapbox Derby activities will begin
p.m.
today. Trial runs for race car drivers will begin at 3
runs,
today at the Murray court square. Following the trial
adult challenge races will be held and are open to the entire
community Saturday's races begin at 8 a.m. with free admission to the general public.

meet
CCHS Touchdown Club tomeet
Sunday at 2:30
Calloway County Touchdown Club will
p.m. in the CCHS field house. All members and interested
parties are urged to attend.

CCHS Boys Backboard Club to meet
Club will

Calloway County High School Boys Backboard
n
meet Sunday at 4 p.m. in the school media center. Discussio
of vacated backboard postions/with elections will be on the
agenda along with upcoming fundraisers. All members and
interested persons are invited.

y
Skatepark meeting on Monda
on of

a skatepark
The organization to support the constructi
in he Murray-Calloway County community will meet Monday
at 7 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library,
710 Main St., Murray. All children, [parents and interested
the
community person who would like to be involved with
skatepark planning efforts are invited.

went to Richmond," he said.
g Monday
" It brought me a lot closer North meetin
North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
to my teammates and coaches
will meet Monday at 3:30 p.m. in the staff lounge.
as we had to depend on each
we
as
far
as
it
make
to
other
meet
did. We had a great time not Local Republicans will
7
Calloway County Republican Party will meet Monday at
only playing basketball, but
Library. All precinct offithe whole trip from the send xat at the Calloway Cnunty Public
'are:requested to attend as well as any interested memoff at Murray High to our arrival •
according to David Kennedy, chairman.
inbera,
town."
in
back
from
graduating
Gibson said
Murray High School has pro- CCMS Council to meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
vided him with many tools to
at 3 p.m
assist him further is college Council will have a special called meeting Monday
what
center.
it's
media
"Whether
the
in
education.
study method suits me best, how
meet
to revise and edit my own
Narcotics Anonymous willMonday
at 6 p.m. and
work, or just the overall self
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each
confidence I have learned to Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
have in myself, without the For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.
Brett Gibson
education I received at MHS,
as pre- Buchanan plans event
each other, and even keep them 1 wouldn't feel nearly
Author Henry A. Buchanan of Murray will have a "Readunder control from time to pared as I do today."
John Karanja. MHS English er Discussion and Autograph Signing" on Sunday from 3 to 5
time. I've developed many qualLibrary.
described
ities such as teamwork, lead- honors instructor,
p.m. in the annex of the Calloway County Public
and
Buchanan's new book is "Iran, the War that Wasn't. Yet" and
ership. and self-confidence that Gibson as "quiet. insightful
is quick community leaders and all present readers are invited to attend.
will help me in whatever it is extremely hilarious. He
to understand content and
that I do."
"Brett is one of the finest insightful to make intricate con- MCCSA holding tryouts
difall around student's you will neotions between seemingly
MCCSA will hold tryouts for the upcoming year for any
all,
ever meet." said MHS basket- ferent ideas. But most of
interested in playing on a competitive soccer team.
children
Hard
ball coach David Fields. "He he ha., all his H's in place.
now are U9. Ut2 and &13 Boy teams and U10, Ull
Teams
done
is very personable and mature work (gets it done, gets it
U13 girl teams. Tryouts will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at the
(he and
for his age, "he said. "I have right the first time): heart
n stand at Beecreek Soccer Field and again on June
concessio
(can
had the pleasure of getting to cares—explicitly); humor
21. Each one should bring water, ball, and all your
and
14
know Brett both personally and resist anything but humor1; and gear for the tryout. For information call Andrew Gullixson at
professionally, and you will not honesty."
227-1518 or e-mail andrewgullixson@peoplepc.com
Gibson said, "The two top
find a student more deserving
elements that define a MHS
event
of this award."
CCHS Class of 1988 plans
Gibson said a major high- tiger are self confidence and
Calloway County High School Class of 1988 will have its
proud
very
a
are
Tigers
pride.
light of his senior year. and
on Saturday, Aug. 16, from 7 p.m. to
of 10-year class reunion
one of his greatest life expe- species. as are the students
Country Club. For more information
Murray
the
at
midnight
are
riences he will never forget. Murray High School. We
227-7437.
at
Pittman
Jason
contact
was traveling to state with the not conceited, but we must
realwe
power
what
understand
MHS basketball team. "When
Mother to Mother Group to meet
the
we began this year, back in ly do have. Don't limit
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
expethe
June with summer camps, we chances you take or
to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episscheduled
is
have because
you
knew we had something spe- riences
Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
copal
Chances
failure.
of
afraid
you're
work,
hard
cial. It took a lot of
are welcome. For
equipped Pregnant moms, dads and older children
running sprints, going through are you're a lot more
Heather Duffy at 436-5657.
call
n
informatio
more
you
than
task
the
plays over and over, doing sev- to complete
eral different drills, but it all realize.'"
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Christine Myers
& John Taylor

•

Kimberly Jeffries
& Adam Brown

You Don't MeSE Silt)) The &hail

•

PGI3 - 1:05 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:35

•

The Strangers

•
•
V
•
•

R- 1:30 - 3:25 - 730 - 9:20
Indiana Jaws & The Kingdom
o(The Crystal Skull
PG13 - 1:20- 3.55 - 7:20 - 9:55
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
EVERYDAY

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
Tara Evans
& Stacy Vincent
Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton

Kung Fu Panda

Register for
2450 GIFT
CERTIFICATES

20% OFF
ALL CLOTHING

•

Fri., June 6
& Sat., June 7

•

•

PG - 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:05 - 9:10

•

What Happens In Vegas
Diaper Bags

PG13 - 3:35 - 7:15

Iron Man
Bniat Ragistry Sr'gifts •
•
lJniversity Square
12th Street • Murray
(270)759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2
•

•

Children's Clothing

PG13 - 1:00 - 9:25

Chronicles of Narnia
PG - 12:50 - 3:50 - 655 - 9:4•5
-,ograr,"

.•

Pedipeds.
a
I

•
••osp o

d Accessories

209 N. 12th 5'
Murray, Ky. 42071
270-753-7534
Mon-Fri. 10-5 p m. • Sat. 10-4 p.m.

Taggies
SIP‘i

•

litel416"
•
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Student Television Network scholarship awarded

Hannah Boone, Murray High
School sophomore, was selected to attend the Student Television Network (STN) camp
in Kansas City, Mo.,
Lees
Summit High School August
, 4-7. After Boone submitted
an essay and applied for the
, scholarship she was chosen to
, attend, along with three other
..students from Washington. Mu.,
Coral Springs, Fla., and
, Burleson. Texas. Boone will
attend the camp with 30 other
students from 23 different states.
Dave Davis, Camp STN
director, said the STN Executive Council was able to honor
all applicants for this year's
camp. "That is what STN is
all about, providing unique
opportunities for our affiliates.
This time, the executive council really went above and
beyond. Our camps are tailored for beginners: the more
experienced, and even the very
expenenced. Meeting and working alongside others with common interests, problems and
goals is one of the key components of Camp STN."
Sessions are led by Davis.
the adviser of the nationallyrecognized HTV Magazine, produced at Hillcrest High School
in Springfield, Mo. The staff
includes top advisers from the
scholastic broadcasting world,
plus inspirational professionals
who provide special insight and
advice. Editing stations featuring Final Cut Pro and Adobe
Premiere Pro software are provided. Teachers and students

Hannah Boon*
bring their own cameras, mics,
and tripods for shooting assignments.
Since 2002, high school students enrolled in their high
school broadcasting program
attending the all-digital camp
will learn broadcast journalism
skills including: interviewing,
editing, shooting, producing and
on-air skills.
While there, students spend
mornings learning from experienced teachers and professionals. The afternoons and
evenings provide a variety of
hands-on, field activities and
editing assignments. By the
end of the week, students produce an entire camp show shot
on location in one day.
Davis said long days and
challenging assignments are the

calling cards of the STN Student Camp. "No matter how
much experience you have, our
activities are designed to help
you improve and advance your
skills. Everything is done with
digital cameras and digital,
teneline-based editing syetems.
We focus on teaching you one
important lesson by the week's
end -- how to use audio and
video to tell a story. It sounds
simple, but you'll find out how
challenging that can be when
you come to camp."
Boone, who has served as
an on-air co-anchor on this
year's WMHS TV 13 Tiger
Stripes, is very excited about
this opportunity. 'This is the
career path that I believe I
want to pursue," she said.
"This is a wonderful chance
and I'm so excited I was chosen to attend ."
Sherry Purdom, WMHS TV
13 adviser, was also chosen
as a scholarship recipieut to
attend the STN First Time
Madsen Camp, along with
three other teachers from Lake
Charles, La., Lees Summit, Mo.,
and Cabot, Ark. Purdom will
attend the camp in Springfield,
Mo., at Drury University July
20-25.
During the camp Purdom
will experience first hand lessons she can take back to the
classrooms to use with students in the fall's two broad
cut journalism classes offered.
Lessons include videography,
news writing, news gathering,
editing,
uwem viewiuN, digital

assigning staff positions, taking on challenging topics, dealing with administrators, raising money, using the Internet,
ethics, creative prod's:eons,
covenng sports, and a survey
of outstanding student-produced
work from around the U.S.
Some sessions offered will also
provide the option to earn graduate college credit at the same I
time.
The entire week is organized to take teachers from basic,
challenging assignments to the
more complex, demanding tasks
associated with producing an
entire camp show -- all shot
in the field and edited in one
Photo provided
day. While the daily deadlines DONATION: Carmeleta Norvell, center, executive director o
provide a measure of stress,
Life House Care Center, accepts a donation from Wilma
there are always a number of
Moore from the Sharon Wells
real-world applications to be Beatty, nght, and Martha
made when everyone reflects Mission Group of First Baptist Church WMU Group members
met in the board room and were given a tour of the Life
at the end of the day.
Since 2000, the STN *teacher House.
as student" camp has attracted teachers from 45 states
including Hawaii, Honda, even/
Michigan and Mississippi. it
The following are reminders of events planned for this week
is our goal to give you the
that were recently published in The Murray Ledger dt Times
kind of experience you will
take to heart, the kind of chalKathy Ann Hopkins, daughter of Max Dodd of Murray
lenges that will inspire you to
be better than you've ever been. and the late Martha Garland Rains, and Thonuis Wayne King.
son of the late M.T . King and the late Shirley King of ClinYour school's broadcasts will
reflect what you learn at camp," ton, will be married Saturday, June 7, 2008, at 2 p.m. at
Grand Rivers Jetty. A reception will follow at the Grand Rivers
Davis said.
The Student Television Net- Community Center. All relatives and friends are invited.
work currently has 888 affiliBrittany Lamb, daughter of Steve and Jane Lamb of Almo
ates in 48 states, Canada and
and Mack Bucy, son of Mark and Darlene Bucy and the late
several international locatioas
and a list of schools. with 17 Roselyn Bucy of Murray, will be married Saturday. June 7
2008, at 5 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Murray. All rela•
Kentucky affiliates.
dyes arid frizads are iienteet

.emtholers

Jessica Michelle Munsell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Munsell of Calvert City, and Kevin Mark Chatellier II, sor
of Kevin Chatellier Sr. of Paducah and Ms. Cynthia Johnsor
Nance of Joliet. Ill., will be married Saturday. June 7. 2008
at 6 p.m. at Zion's Cause Baptist Church. Draffenville. All relatives and friends are invited.

Lightning Bug Rally to
be held at Chestnut Park

Photo proviced
. RETIREES: During the recent Murray Independent School
District Closing Day Breakfast, retiring employees, from left,
Rebecca Fairbanks, Murray High School chemistry teacher,
15 years, Marilyn Hornbeck, Headstart director. 17 years, and
Genise Reid, Murray Elementary School teacher, 25 years,
and Sylvia Hinkleman (not pictured), food services and custodian. 8 years, were recognized for their service and Support to the district.

Nenscom

Staff Report
Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation and The
Journey Church invite the public to attend the first-ever Lightning Bug Rally in Murray.
According to a news release
from Parks Director Matt Martin, participants can "lighten
your day with a little play"
by taking part in this unique
event.
"Remember when you were
kids and caught lightning bugs,"
Martin asked. "Now is your
chance to introduce these critters to your children as you
catch your own."
Everyone is invited to brine
their families and join in the
fun that will take place from
at 5 p.m. until dusk on Friday, June 13. at Chestnut Park.
'What better way to kick

off the summer than to partake in some good outdoor
Mary Catherine Wooldridge, daughter of Dr. and Mrs
fun," Martin said. "Through- H.S. Jackson of Murray and Robert Nt. Wooldridge of Paduout the evening there will be cah, and Darren Andrew Patty, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerre
free face painting, balloons and Patty of Dover, Ark., will be married Tuesday, June 10, 200e
arts and crafts activities.''
, at the Chape of Flowers, Las Vegas, Nev.
At 6 p.m., Journey Church
will. sponsor KIDstuf; a fun,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby H. Whoa of Murray will be honnew show for everyone. Young- ored on their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception, hoststers and their families will have
ed by their children and grandchildren. on Sunday, June 8.
the chance to be outdoors and
2008, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Memorial
enjoy some good quality enterBaptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.
tainment, according to Martin.
For more information, con04. (Skip) and Jaw Jennings of Shelbyville will celetact the
Murray-Calloway
brate their 50th wedding aimivemary with a reception on SunCounty Parks Office at 753- day, June 8, 2008, from 230 to 5:30 p.m. at Watterson Trail
0325 or The Journey Church Church of Christ, 9607 Watterson Tr.. Louisville. They are
at 761-4403.
both formerly of Murray.
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force to behold.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might have differere SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
Saturday, June 7, 2008:
This year your verbal skills responses to situations, but the 21)
come into play. Your flair for same theme runs through your **** Confusion surrounds
possibly
relationships and
drama will be enhanced. Others actions. Relax and let go more
a key person who friendships as well. Let it go. as
Enioy
often.
frequently come to you for ideas means a lot to you Your instincts no one means to cause a proband also how you visualize dif- help you with a choice. Tonight: lem. Remain sure of yourself
ferent situations. Your creativity Your treat
Reach (en to someone at (asflows. In order not to waste LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
lance. Start thinking "vacation.'
confirm
to
time, do learn
**** The Moon 7a0iates in You need one Tonight: Opt for a
appointments and meetings. If your sign, and you wit be a little movie or concert.
you're upset, you will find that more extreme or extroverted as CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
your words might not be in sync a result. Don't become confused **** You could be frustrated
with your goals. Investments when a mess-up occurs. Just cleating with someone who is
anti/or a partnership proves to be takle it and get everything very significant in your life If you
successful this year. If you are straightened out. Others smile lump through hoops, you might
your warmth. be sun:wised at the results. Be
single. you make waves wherev- because of
willing to go that extra mile.
Tonight: Top Cat
er you go. Trust in your desir- 'ARGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Tonight: Add some mystery
getof
process
ability. Enjoy the
*** Consider pulling back or and'or romance.
ting to know someone better. If doing your own thing. Make time AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 16)
you are attached, the two of you for yourself, whether rt is a walk **** Others seek you out, yet
are lucky together. Start plan- in the country, curling up with a there Is a tone of confusion or
ning a special trip you have good book or just daydreaming. misunchirstarxeng. Stay tight and
talked about. LEO brings out Everyone needs downtime, even easy, taw: you MY be far happier
you. Your nerves could be more Express your feelings. and othyour passion.
fried than you realize. Tonight ers will respond accordingly.
Just don't be alone! Tonight
The Stars Show the Kind of Do your thing.
Where the action is.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Find your friends. At PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: *****
one point today you might feel *** Share a proiect or Invite a
1 -Difficult
that you are in a sitcom as mis- Mend to go for a walk or picnic
understandings are rampant. Flay It low-key with the people
19)
21-April
(March
ARIES
Don't get uptight; just relay. with around you. Remember, every
a
surrounds
Confusion
• ****
the treed. You find a younger moment doesee need to be an
.child or romantic interest. If person instilimental to your well- event. Mellow out and enjoy your
creative
a
with
• you're involved
company. Tonight: Don't push
being. Tonight: What you wart
: project you might not like what SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
yourself
.comes down the path. Somehow **** Others want to be
you miss a step or make a minor around you. They trust your BORN TODAY
• error. Take some time to relax ideas and your leadership. You Attic explorer Knud Rasmussen
and enjoy. Tonight Go for fun are often tossed into the lime- (1879)
and games
light. Don't forget an older relao TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
tive or friend. He or she needs Jacquelin* Diger Is on the
*** Stay close to home. You your erne and attention. Maintain Internet at tittp./www.Jscqu.a might want to pick and choose a sense of humor. Tonight. A
n who you respond to and which
a calls you answer You easily
could be a bundle of nerves
Allow more serenity into your
• life Separate yourself from others if need be. Tonight- Stay
e close to home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You mean what you
say, yet somehow you need to
e assert yourself Confusion could
put you on edge Take a deep
.This Weekend, Mit Will Retiit'n On.
breath and understand where
• others are coming from. Tonight:
JUNE. 13 & 14 (Friday 8, Saturday)
Hang out.
. 10:00 am - 4:00 pm.

SAVE YOUR GOLD!
,JRRITY:ERS
GOI,

The Corner 8hoppe

"Prime tracts off New 68/80"

2.5 acre lots off new HWY 80
on Warbler Ln.
Bybee Estates lots 5A and 5B
$25,000 each (see plat).
Combined price is $40,(X)0.

HWY 80 access. 3.94 acres.
Lot 9 Reduced to $(50,000
Owner/Agent

&Ma*
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
SEV121111 DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 9130 am
Worship
Sat. 10,15 am
Sabbath School
MUM
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1211 Mayfield Highway. Seeirei, KY 12026
271,5'178002
1000•m
Service
Pala Dm Sento. mama the Rena 252-3266
aPerreglin
APOSTOLIC HONE FELLOWSHIP
1000 a.m.
Sunday
6-46 p in
'Nasdaq
6:45 p
Thursday
W
HOVE FtARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 1030 asn
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
710 p.m
Wednesday Bible Study

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p in
let Sunday
200 p m
3rd Sundry
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10-50•m
Morning Worship
6-00 p in
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
9.30• m
Sunday School
1101) am.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11 00• m
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
1000 a.in
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
DIM cm.
Sunday School
11 cm.& 6 p.m
Worship

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Service
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11-00 a.m.
Worship Service
610 p.tn
Sunday Night

OAK GROVE
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 7 p.m
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
1010 a.m.
Sunday School
1110 a.m.,
Preaching
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Semcv
600 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship &46.m & ll•m 6p m.
BALKS RAPTIBT
930 a.m..
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
700 p.m.
Wed Night Bible Study
SCOTTS GROVE
945 a.m.
Sunday School
10.45• m.
Worship Service
600 p m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 p.m
Prayer it Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 mm..10 p.m.
Awakening

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9-00 tam.
Sunday School
10'00 ..in. & 6:00 pm.
Worship
5,00 p.m.
Discipleship Training

SINKING SPRING
10 m.
Sunday School
11 arm & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

UMW
BLOOD RIVER
11 -00 a.in
Morning Worship
600 p at
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a in
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
COLDWATER RAPTIST CHURCH
W45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Services
600 p.m.
Evening Services

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 pm
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 700 p.m.
FAITH luirnsr
1100 am
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11-00 a.m. & WOO p.m.
Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTUET
9:45 LIZ.
Sunday School
Worship 8:30 & 10.56 mm.& 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
MOO a.m.
Sunday School
1100 min
Worship
Morning
6:46 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
830 cm.
Sunday School
1046 a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9,30 am
Sunday School
10,45 mcn. & 6 p.m
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 am.
Sunday School
11 int & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
8,00, 9-15 & 10:30 am.
Worship
Sun School, 800,P156 10-30 am.
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAKE,BAPTIST
9:30 am
Sunday School
10:30 cm. & 6:30 p.m
Woeship
5,30 p.m
Church Training
700 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Senday School
11 a.m., 8:33 pin
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
WOO •.m.
Sunday School
10•in.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

HARVEST LnolD
MLNISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
tisturday Caltabrauon Service 7 p in
Wedneeday Spiritual Training 7 p at
Wed Praise, Worship•Altaz 8pm

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10-00 a in
Sunday School
11-00•m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6 30 p in

Trust Yourself

IIMIL011 FULL OOSPEL MIMI=
700 p.m
Thursday Night
10-00 a at
Sunday Morning
7.00 p.m
Sunday Evening

PALESTINE UNITED
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 00• m
Worship

We have all had the experience
of listening to the advice of others and then following it even
though it just didn't feel right to
us. Sometimes we know in our
heart of hearts what we really
should do, but the pressure of
others so forcefully exerts itself
that we ignore that little voice
within us. And although most
of us have the capacity to solve
our own problems with a combination of reasoning and listening to what our own
feelings and conscience are telling us; perhaps the reason we so often listen to others and ignore our own
best judgment is that it is easier to hear the clamor of
other voices than it is to hear our own. It takes
patience and solitude to hear the voice within us, but
with practice, and the courage to go against the
crowd, we can learn to trust ourselves and make our
own decisions about the things that really matter to
us. And even if we make a few mistakes, it is far better to make our own mistakes and have them truly be
ours than to listen to what others tell us to do, and in
effect, live someone else's life. Remember that conscience is the voice of God within us, but we often
can't hear this voice because we aren't listening.

CRETE OF PATCH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNTIED
9-30•m
Worship
11 00•in
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 a.m
Bible School
11 30 a.m. &7 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
945• rn
Sunday School
10-45 •in
Morning Worship

Plan carefully what you do,and whatever
you do will turn outright.
Good News Bale Proverbs 4:26

9.30 a.m.
11 a.m.

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 s.m & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11-00 am.
Morning Woridup
7 00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
WEEITSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 cm.
Sunday School
10.30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10• m
Sur-ity Schots!
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 mm. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday

EFL HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
410 p.m
Saturday Mass
10,30 a m.
Sunday Mass
ST.LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
610 ;tin.
Saturday Mass
8 a.m. & 11 a.m.
Sunday Masses

HILLTOP BAPTIST
10,00 min
Sunday School
Worship Service 11 -00 cm 66 p.m.
7,00 p.m
Wednesday
KIMSEY &wrier
1110 a.m
Morning Worship
5:30-7:90 p.m.
Aeons
5.46 p.m.
Training Union
6,80 p.m.
Evening Worship

AURORA CHRISTIAN
& 6 p.m
11
Warship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 pm.
Bible Study Wednesday
MIST CHRISTIAN
9-00 ern
Sunday School
1015 a.m.
Worship Service
HUMS CHASMS FELLOWS:CUP
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
10:30 a.m.
LEDRET1ER MISSIONAKT RAPTOR' Worship
90.0 p.m.
Eveniug Service
1050 am
Sunday School
11 a m. & 6-00 p.m
Preaching
700 p in
Wednesday Night
1930 a.m.
Sunday School
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
1010 mm
7:30 p.m.
Sunday School
2z41 Wednesday
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
GU'ST
p.m
7.00
UPON= er
Wednesday Worship
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
LOCUST GROVE
900 a.m.
Bible School
10:00 min
Sunday School
960 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Morning Worship
600 pin
Evening Worship
710 p.m
Wednesday Worship

mnitioura roxeceroters CHURCH
west of Lynt, Orme.
1000 a m
Sunday School
14.46 m
Worship
7 30 p in
Evening SerVIC*
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Prsise and Worship 1030 am &8pm
7 p.m
Wednesday Family 1111117111/1g
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.90
Sundays
700 p.m
Wednesdays
MURRAY RISTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
1010 a.m
Morning Worship
10:15 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
SADDLE CHEER CHURCH
1110 am
Sunday Morning
630 p.m
Wednesday Evening
S VI1TI11213
'
11111111111
JEHOVAH'S WrrNass
9.30 a.m
Public Talk
10.30 a in
Watchtower Study
LIMUW111
DdIMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 am
Bible Study
10-30 am
Worship

aernumourr
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
DEXTER
930 a in.
Sunday School
10.30 a.m & 6:00 p m.
Worship
700 p.m
Wednesday
FRERNDITHIP
10 a.m.
Bible Study
11 a.m. & 6 pin.
Worship
7 p m.
Wednesday Worship
GREEN P'LAIN
1000 s.m
Bible Study
10-45 rim
Morning Service
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship
7-00 p m
Wednesday Worahip
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9.50 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
ILICSORY GROVE CHURCH OF CREST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
10-00 a.m.
Morning Worahip
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
EIRESEY CHURCH OF Camay
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 am.
Morning Worship
7,00 pin.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a m
Morning Worship
6:00 p in
Evening Worship

SECOND Smarr
1046 Asa
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CREDIT
5 a.m., 9 am & 6 p.m
Worship
1015 am
Bible Study
7 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10.7.0 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m
Bible Classes
10-00 a.m. & 5:10 p in
Worship

MIMI.UNITED
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m
Sunday School
6:00 p.m
2nd 64th Sun Night
BROOKE CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
lit & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8.50 a m
Worship Serino*
0:50 am.
Sunday School

WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Mcrrung Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

DEETERHARDIN UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Contemporary Service
1000 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 am.
Regular Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
WOO a.m.
Morning
600 p.m.
Evening
700 pm
Wednesday

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8:46 & 11 mm.
Worship
9:60 a.m.
Sunday School

WIWIIf UN MIR
11111111
Wrell
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY auras
10:00 a.ni
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
12:10 c in
Sacrament Meeting
CIPISCINSIN
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m
Worship
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
12.00 p.m.
Tuesday

NEW CONCORD
0:50 a.m. & p m
Worship
Tan.
Bible Clammy
7p
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
900 a in
Bible Study
1000 a.m. & 600 p in
Worship
7.00 p.m
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p in
Evening Worship

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10.30 a.m.
Worship Sunday
Childrea's Sunday School 11:00 cm
FREEDOM HOUSE
1000 a.m
Sunday School
II -00 am
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10 00 a.m.
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 6.00 p.m

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
1110 a_m
Sunday School
946 a.m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 mm
Morning Worship
ILLRESET UNITED
10-00 sin
Sunday School
11 00 Jim
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:00 a m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9.00 a.m
Worship Service
10.30 a ma
Sunday School

TEMPLE Hill UNITED
9,00•in
Sunday School
10 00 rn
Preaching

WAYMIN CHAPEL AWE CHURCH
100(1• m
Sunday School
11 00• m
Morning Service

MURRAY CHURCH
9 46 am
Sunday School
1046 a.in
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
PENTIWINITIL
BETRID.FELLOWIDIIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 sm.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m & 600 p.m.
Church
7 00 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL.CHURCH
1000 am
Sunday School
1110 a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p.m
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 cm.6630 p.m.
Worship
7.00 p.m.
Service
Youth
&
Wed Evening
DEFTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11 am.66 p.m.
Worship
HURRAY Fran UPC
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p m
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
10:90 mm. at 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY nsar MUSD
PENITCOML CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School & Warship
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.
Wethwaday
POW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service 10 a.in
Worship Sun.6 p.m. & Wed 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1030 cm.66 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00-7.30 p.m.
Worship Service
PIWS11111:111111
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 cm
Sunday Schee
1045 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
1000 cm
Sunday School
11.00 am
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 asn.
Warship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:130 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am.66 p.m.
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 630 p.m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
.ti/lue-.7.iell
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Professional Sound & Video

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

0.
I sill 5

ITITS BLOCK II
BEADY MIX CO.

Honor your father & your mother,
so that you may live long in the
land the Lord your God is giving
you.
- Exo. 20:12

Building Blocks ii Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

10,
Cain's4t,

MURRAY
LfiER & TIvIES
(270) 753-1918 • www.murrayledger.com

hr

Murray • 753-5273

905 Glendale Road • Murray,KY 42071
(270) 759-1555

Thornton JjjI ztnd INIarhle
()it,- .Shroturmint is opt ii

vAlhi7
CHRYSLER•OODGE•JEEP
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

753-3540

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 TImothy 4:7

.

1:30
'

-1

-,719

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1797 W.Mais• Murray •276.753-1962

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Tour-h
200 S.6tb St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-9500

www.coino.ne

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
-- John 14:3
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MID
k00 a.m.
100 am.
1,30 p. m

):00 cm
a.m

Trap

530 a.m
100 cm.

WV'S
9.45 a.m
046 a.m.

1M
9700 a m

0,00 a.m.

HUIICH

0,00 a.m

1.00 a.m.

9:▪ 46 am.
0.46
6700 p.m.
&30 p.m.

HIP
0700 cm.
&00 p.m.
7.00

In our
CHURCHES

Brooks Chapel to
have homecoming
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church for the Books
Chapel Gordon Cemetery will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. followed by the worship
service with Rev. Richard Burkeen as speaker at 11 a.m.
A potluck lunch will be served followed by a gospel singing.
Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery may be made by
calling Eddie Ramsey at 437-4714 or Marsha Criick at 7532314.

Bible School planned at
South Pleasant Grove
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have its
Vacation Bible School starting Monday and continuing through
Friday from 9 a.m, to noon each day.
The theme will be "Rainforest Adventure!" This will be for
children from age A through the sixth grade.
For more information call Kim Phillips at 2276-8619 or KK
Coles at 492-8993.

p.mAC
'CE

.0:00 a.m.

11,00 a.m.
600 p.m.
7,00 p.m.

X

[0:00 a.m.

6:30 p.m.
7.00 p.m

:ItURCH
10700 cm.
. & 6 p.m.

PC

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
700 p.m

10:00 a.m.
& 7 p.m

DOS'FAL
6:00 p.m.
& 6 p.m.

!TED
TRCH
10 a.m

6 p.m.
7 p tst

/ad

0a m
7 p.m

10,00 a.m.
& 6 p.m.

7 p.m.

RTAL
CORD

10:00 a.m.
1-7,30

p.mLI

HAN
9:30 a.m
10:46 a.m.
LAND
10:00 a.m
11:00 a.m.
AtOVIC
10:00 a.m.

11,00 cm.
RLAND
URCH
10:00 cm.
N. & 6 p.m.
AND
10700 a.m.
k 6:30 p.m.

(I' CO.
P To
53.1%2

Harvest Land Ministries
to show movies
The fourth annual "Movies in the Park" will begin tonight
in the Murray-Calloway Central Park's amphitheater by the
Harvest Land Ministries International.
Showing tonight will be the movie. "The Ultimate Gift."
with festivities to begin at 7:30 p.m.
This will be a family movie playing each Friday night in
June and July except July 4, in the Murray Central park.
Free popcorn, drinks and hot dogs will be served and there
will be drawings for free giveaways.
For more information call 759-5107.

Question: My life is
frustrating. I have so warty

things started, but ,Fra
unable to finish anything.
The expectations from parents, friends and others are
so great.
What
would
Jesus do?
Answer:
The desire
to please
others is
admirable,
especially
in a socieWhat Would ty that is
Jesus Do? so self-centered; but
By Richard
Youngblood, you need
to recogMinister at
nize the
University
futility of
Church of
trying to
Christ
live up to
everyone's expectations. Jesus
is the greatest model of
unselfishness possible (Philippians 2:4-8), but even Jesus
did not try to please everyone. Instead, he said, "Woe
to you when all men speak
well of you" (L.uke 6:26).
Our efforts to please everyone often end up pleasing
no one.
Instead of trying to please
everyone and to do so many
things at once, you need to
set some priorities for your
life. Failure to determine
what is important and to
give that task or issue priority has often led to a tangled
and confused life. Jesus said:
"But seek first his kingdom
and his righteousness, and all
these things will he given to
you as well" (Matthew 6:33).
Once you have decided upon
your priarities, work toward

completion of that which is
first in importance. That
sense of priorities should
keep you from being sidetracked by other things.
To reduce frustration,
don't set aside those priorities without careful consideration. You may find that
things of lesser importance
will resolve themselves by
taking care of first things.
Also, weighing the importance of some things you aie
being asked to do—or even
things you might want to
do—may lead you to decide
that you can do without
them. Prioritizing should
eliminate much of your frustration with life.
Moreover, I believe Jesus
would warn you against trying to live in the fast lane.
You may be tempted to
think that working harder.
faster and longer hours will
help you to accomplish
more. Sadly, even if you
survive the stress, you will
have rushed past many of
life's greatest blessings.
Solomon said, "Whatever
your hand finds to do, do it
with all your might" (Ecclesiastes 9:10), and the apostle
Paul told first century Christian slaves. "Whatever you
do, work at it with all your
heart, as working for the
Lord, not for men" (Colossians 3:23). Anything worth
doing is worth slowing down
arid taking time to do it
well.
Jesus never allowed anyone to nish him in anything.
For example, when he
received an urgent message
that his friend Laaarus was
sick, he did not rush off to
Jerusalem even though he

— Coming June.21St —
vh, vvv-i
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Various churches have
released information concernm g their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr
Ann Mane Montgomery. copastor, will speak about -The
Lord's Prayer: Your Kingdom
Come, Your Will Be Done"
with scripture from Matthew
6:24-33 at the 10 am. worship service. The MSU TubeEuphonium will be by Brett
White, Joshua Cole, Matt Hightower and Matt Butterfield. Sallie Guy will give the "Minute
for Stewardship.- Assisting will
be Phil Wood, liturgist, and
Ann and Jerry Stanley and Roy
and Jamie Helton. ushers. Korean Worship will be at 4 p.m.
Goshen Methodist: Jesse
Lewis. a representative from
Gideons International, will be
the speaker at the 9 a.m. worship service with Tom Villaflor
as the assistant for Rev. Mark
Earheart, pastor. Serving as
acolytes will be Elizabeth and
Nicholas Brunn. The youth
choir will sign "Word of God
Speak." April Arnold will direct
the choir with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle and Carla Halkias as
Children's
accompanists.
Church will be directed by Carol
BUtifiii. Greeters will be Jo
Lovett and Steve Sexton. Sunday School with Tim Chaney
as superintendent will be at
10:15 a.m. The Disciple Bible
Study and the Goshen-Kiricsey
youth will be at Kirksey United Methodist Church at 6 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Bro.
James Simmons, interim pastor, will speak at the 10 a.m.
I worship service. Aaron Tribou
; is minister of music and youth

and Bobbie Buikeen is pianist.
Sunday School will begin at
9 a.m.
Glendale Road Church ef
Christ: John Dale, minister, will
speak about -Talent is Only
the Beginning" with sc-npture
from /tomcats 12:4-8 at the 9
a.m. worship service and about
"Sing with Grace in Your
Hearts..." with scnpture from
Colossians 3:18 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Leading the
song service will be Todd Walker, associate minister. Also
assisting will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
minister,
youth
Hutchens,
Tommy Schroeder, Henry Armstrong, Tommy Canaway, Ron
Cook, David Shepearth Rusty
Back, Kenneth cleaver, Gerald
Coles and John Cherry, A short
worship service will be at 5
a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15
a.m. Vacation Bible School will
be from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m,
Monday through Friday.
Pleasant Grove
North
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
Rev Charles Westfail, minister, will speak about "Friends
in Low Places" with scripture
from Matthew 9:13;18-26 at
the II a.m. worship service.
Carnme Cain will be song leader
with Margaret Nell Boyd as
pianist. Sunday School wil! be
at 10 cm.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Bolen, senior minister, will
"Spiritual
about
speak
Healthy" with scripture from
Romans 4:20-25, 5:1-5 at the
10:15 a.m. worship service. Tom
Seipel, soloist, will sing "Be
Magnified." Assisting will be
Don McCord, worship leader,
Mike Ridley and Amy Roos,
elders: Mallory Cathey, Tommy

Durham, Erica Gray, Denny
Lane, Steve Parker and Fred
Wells. diaconate
Grace Baptist: Bro, Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 pm
worship services. Henry Nance
is minister of music with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Shelly Nance will sing
a solo at the morning hour.
Eddie Moms will give the children's sermon. Micah Sugg is
youth director. Assisting will
be John Smothennan, deacon
of the week, and Walter Bell,
Brian White, Junior Garrison
and Charles Craig. ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
The missionary team of Mr.
and Mrs. John Lee from Africa
will speak at the 9:45 a.m.
worship service. Bro. Alan Troll
is pastor. Johnna Nance will
be in charge of Children's
Church. Toni Jones is accompanist and J.W. Jones is worship leader. Sunday School will
be at 11 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: The missionary of
Mr. and Mrs. John Lee from
Africa will speak at the II
a.m. worship service. The Choir
will Sing "Fill My Cup Lord"
with Karen Coles and Sharon
Myatt as accompanists. Assisting will be Frank Coles, Jimmy
Myatt, Larry Chrisman and
Johnny Underwood. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church: Dennis Norvell, pastor, will speak about "A Faith
That Marveled Jesus" with
scripture from Matthew 8:5-13
at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. wor-

ship services and about "An
on the Altar" with scripture
from Exodus 27:1-8 at the 0
p.m. worship service. Dee and
Kathy Lipford will lead the wori
ship service with Hazal Brant
don. Susan Reynolds, Dec Lipl
ford and Carol Kelly as accorn't
panists. Sunday School for al)
1.
ages will be at 10 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Gleit
Dunn of he Paducah West Cam*
of Gideons International will
be the speaker at 10:30 aerg
worship service and Student
Life Missions Camp Testimoi
nials will be given at the
p.m. worship service. Tommy
Scott is music director. The
choir will sing "In the Sanc.
tuary" and Melissa Wynn wi9
present special music at the
morning hour. Dawn Manley
will have special music at the
evening hour. Assisting will be
Bob Wallace and John Yezerl
ski, deacons of the week. Sur4
day School will be at 9:39
a.m. T-Manley is minister t9
youth and Shelly Harris is min:
ister to preschool and childre%
Memorial Baptist: Bra.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:59
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship serv:
ices. Bro. Jeff Prater is min:
ister of music with Misty
Williams and Kathy Thweart
as accompanists. Assisting wi9
be Ron James, Sunday School
director, Bob Tanner, deacon
yokefellow. and Dale Thoma:
son, deacon of the week. Sung
day School will be at 9:49
a.m.
First United Methodist's
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, wid
speak about -The Power and

See Page 10A

Jesus and high expectations

"CHUCK WAGON GANG'S
kPY

Clordellotkis

"Eternal

knew the mess would result
In death. By taking his time,
he accomplished something
far greater. He not only
raised Lazarus from the
dead, but he also helped
many to an even greater
faith in him as the Son of
God (John II).
Allow God the Father and
our Lord Jesus Christ to
help you determine and keep
your priorities day by day
The wise man said. "The
fear of the LORD is the
beginning of wisdom, and
knowledge of the Holy One
is understanding" (Proverbs
9:10). No one better understands how to live in this
world than God our creator.
Slow down to spend time

.1.11‘
•

with him. Get to know him
and the wisdom of his cowssel.
Finally, my prayer for you
is "that your love may
abound more and more in
knowledge and depth of
insight, so that you may be
able to discern what is best
and may be pure and blameless until the day of Christ"
(Philippians I:9-10). With
Godly discernment, you will
find life less frustrating.
Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
270-753-1881. This article is
reproduced on the web:
www.nchriscorg
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Lulaifs
Home Trends Gallery

Downtown lnurray •103 South Third Street • 753-3621
klonday-Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Hardin Baptist Church - VHS
lune 8th - 12th
VII grade)
(far soca 3 yaws

June 8th: Carnival Oegins at 4 pm
VBS from 6.00-7:30 pm
June 9th - 12th: 6:00 - 8:00 pm
Dinner will be provided Monday-Thursday
DastIst Is located at 0047 VS terry 541 PC Kadin KY.
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Tax rebates helping fund faith projects
By The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE (Al') — Budget cuts to Rod McLean's
church youth group jeopardized a summer mission trip to
Washington state.
As he wondered how he
could help them meet their
513,0(X) budget, he remembered the upcoming federal tax
rebate. He decided to donate
his stimulus check — and persuade others at Lake Edge United Church of Chnst in Madison. Wis., to do the same.
"1 thought, 'What a natural."' said McLean, a 67-yearold retiree. "If a lot of people can give 10, 15, 20 percent of that, it's not like digging into their normal budgets."
He told church leaders of
his idea and the "Share the
Windfall Fund'' was born This
weekend members of the church
will present their checks at a
potluck and help decide which
soup
including
missions,
kitchens and homeless shelters,

II Living half
From Front
"Army wives aren't made of
steel. God just saw a different
lifestyle for us, and we rose to
the occasion." she said. "If you
were given a choice of a day
with your spouse or a lifetime
without him or her you'd make
the same choice."
Does she worry?
"They don't call it hazardous
duty pay because it sounds
good. Every day I wonder where
he is, what he's doing, how long
he's been doing it, what he's eating, how he's sleeping, and
whether or not he got the beef
jerky I sent him yet," she said.
"Everything you want to do as a
wife, you can't. You can talk to
him virtually. you can buy him
phone cards, you can even
sometimes see him on the Webcam when the wind blows just
nght, but it's never the same."
Brandi has al
doing the family f
Chns, but now he's gone and
she takes care of that duty.
"Chns and I work as a team.
He makes the money and I place
it," she said. "We've been able to
remodel our house and pay off a
lot of debt. We were married the
day after I turned 19— I'm now
21 — and he was 20. We've
grown up rather quickly and I
definitely don't recommend it
for everyone. However, God
chose to bless us with one another early in life and 1 feel, in the
long run, the extra experience
will definitely pay off."
She described military wives
as the "silent ranks."
"We do our part by taking
care of our soldiers." she said.
-There's a group of family and

it will be divided.
to give at least 10 percent of Center on Philanthropy. Of that, west later this month
they'll support.
nearly one-third went to reli"We're using it as a teachThe Jewish Council for PubThe church of about 900 their checks to charities.
Sehested said many parish- gious groups. The neatly $97 ing moment for us, an oppor- lic Affairs, an umbrella group
members in Wisconsin's capital city isn't alone. From Unit- ioners are still waiting for their billion they received is more tunity to think about our wealth for the nation's 125 Jewish corn-,
ed Church of Chnst members, rebate, so he's not sure how than double the next most-pop- and our resources and our mutiny relations counails and::
to Lutherans and Quakers, reli- much they'll donate or where ular segment, education, which responsibility," Shupe said
national agencies, is grappling::
While charity is important. with similar concerns.
gious groups are asking peo- it'll go. He and his wife plan received nearly $41 billion
sociologist
Sandra Enos, a
church leaders must also make
ple to donate at least part of to give their enure $1,200 check
The council doesn't want to
their checks to their groups or to their church's partner con- at Bryant University in Smith- sure that members who need issue a
mandate on donating,
field, R.I., who specializes in the money know it's OK to
gregation in Cuba.
other charities.
especially if people are in need,
Paul
philanthropy,
Bishop
and
nonprofits
said
it,
keep
Peace"
for
Rebate
The -Tax
The federal government
but hopes that those who are
hopes to stimulate the econo- effort by the Friends Commit- said donations to food pantries Stumrne-Diers of the Greater
able will consider
financially
Evancan
the
of
charities
local
Synod
other
and
Milwaukee
my with the $110 billion it's tee on National Legislation. a
giving, said Rabbi Steve Gutow,
returning to taxpayers this Quaker lobby group, has benefit the economy just as gelical Lutheran Church in
spring and summer. But many received more than 30 such much as spending on a new America. He recently urged the council's executive direcELCA leaders at a national tor.
see the extra money as an oppor- donations so far, averaging $100 TV or vacation.
each, spokesman Jim Cason
"Boy, if you're feeding local conference to ask congregants
McLean is still waiting for
tunity for charity.
donate — but only if peo- the $1.200 he and his wife are
"It's an unbelievable amount said. The group promotes peace people who are hungry, it's to
can afford to do so.
expecting from the government.
of cash that people of faith or and diplomacy, including boost- like locally spurring the econ- ple
-This is not to lay a guilt They plan to donate at least
people of conscience could ing spending for the State omy, so it's a wise economic
trip on people, but rather ii's 10 percent and he hopes his
choice, it seems,'' she said.
choose to say, 'You know, we Department and U.N.
Religious groups traditionAt McLean's church, if all an invitation for those who are fellow congregants will follow
could get along without this.
We could put this money to ally receive the most donations members give 10 percent of re.ally able to give beyond the suit.
use,- said Ken Sehested, co- in the United States.
their rebates, the congregation usual amounts because of this
"I'm just feeling there'll be
said.
pastor at the Circle of Mercy
In 2006, the most recent could raise $40,000, said sen- unexpected windfall," he
His family of four — with a lot of people in our church
church in Asheville, N.C.
year data is available, some ior pastor Paul Shupe. The conthat say, 'Geez, the tithing of
His congregation of about $295 billion was donated in gregation's charities include one child under 17 — expects
10 percent? Since it's kind of
50 adults, which is affiliated the U.S., according to Giving mission work for the home- to get $1,500 back and all of
with the United Church of Christ USA Foundation, with research less and hungry, and the youth it will go to charity. The fam- a windfall, we can make it
and Alliance of Baptists, voted from the Indiana University group's trip to the Pacific North- ily will decide together how more.- he said.

•••

friends of our soldiers called the
family readiness group that support the families as best they can
with what they have been given
from the community."
Although she and other Army
wives care about the concern
others express about their situation, they', don't want anyone's
pity or have to listen to negative
opinions about the war.
"When you see us in WalMart, please don't start any conversation with the words,'In my
opinion...- she said. "While we
appreciate your values and outlook on the war, we just want to
buy our groceries and run home
to see if maybe our soldier had
time to send us a quick e-mail.
-Mani you for your kind
words and most of all thank you
for your prayers. There are so
many times I've sat in line and
heard someone bashing the presthe stranger behind
efOber, regardng preferences,
my husband is doing something
great. I'm so proud of him, and
the flag in my front yard is there
because he raised it. He's there
because he wants to make sure
you're free to raise one too."
Chris said all the 438th Soldiers thank the folks back home
for their continuing support.
"We regularly receive care
packages from schools, churches, businesses and just complete
strangers who choose out of the
kindness of their hearts to help
support America's troops," he
said. "It may be difficult for us
to get mail back to everyone, but
know that your efforts are greatly appreciated and we all thank
you from the bottom of our
hearts. You are our heroes."

GoPhone. Unlimited talk and text with no surprise bill.
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•Church bulletins
From Page 9A
Necessity of Forgiveness" with
scripture from Matthew 6:1415. 18:21-22 an Colossians
3:12-14 at the Early Light service at 8:45 a.m. and at the
traditional worship service at
11 a.m. Dr. Pam Wurgler is
music director and pianist and
Joan Bowker is organist.
Acolytes will be Madison Connell and Bailey Kennedy with
Kellie Connell as acolyte par,
ent. Kristen Shepard will give
the children's message at both
services. Also assisting at the
services will be Sid Easley,
Holly Bloodworth. Will Blackford. Worth Shemweill and Gary
Vacca.
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
Webb, pastor, will speak about
"From Ordinary to Extraordinary" with scripture from
Matthew 26:26-30 at the 8:30
and 10:55 a.m. services. The
ordinance of The Lord's Supper will be observed at both
services. Kent Jackson is music
director with Lucretia Jackson
and Margaret Wilkins as accompanists. assisted by the Praise
Team. The sanctuary choir will
sing "In Remembrance." Rachel
Rommes will sing "Remember
Me" and Children of Vacation
Bible School will give musical praise at the second service. Assisting will be Boyd
Smith. associate pastor of students. Don Edwards and Paul
Lyons, deacons, and Herb

Edminster and Bill Adams. Sunday School will be at 9:45
p.m. and Vacation Bible School
Musical will be at 6 p.m. service.
Church
University
Christ: Charley Bazzell,

of

minister, will speak about "Two
Great Mystenes" with scripture from Judges 2:16-18 at
the 10 a.m. worship service
and Richard Youngblood, minister, will speak about "None
of These Diseases" with scripture from Exodus 15:26 at the
5 p.m. worship service. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth director. Also assisting will be Mike
Russell, Kent Sutherland and
John Gallagher.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "Majesty" with scripture
from Revelation 1:5-6 at the
11 a.m. worship service and abut
"Gazing At God: Serve Him
With Gladness" with scripture
from Psalm 100:2 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Barry
Thomas will give the Kid's
Corner and the Grove Choir
wills sing "We Declare Your
Majestry" at the morning hour.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
from the book of Romans at
the 8, 9:15 and 10:30 worship
services. Vacation Bible School
will begin Sunday with the
carnival at 4 p.m. and from 6
to 8 p.m.. Monday through
Thursday.
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0 o8 PREP SEASON REVIEW
OF
TO STORIES2
Feb.6, 2008:
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer

From state tournament appearances to epic rivalry matchups,record-breaking performances to coaching carousel spins, the 2007-08 school year has been
a memorable one for athletics in Murray and Calloway County.
Laker football players rewrote the school's record books In the fall. Tiger basketball embarked on an odyssey that took them all the way to Richmond and the
statewide All 'A' Classic.
Lady Laker basketball set a school record for wins and stole the stage In the
First Region with two epic postseason battles with Marshaii County. Murray's
baseball squad followed the hoopsters' lead, becoming the first Tiger squad ever
to advance to the statewide All 'A' Classic, ranking them among the top eight
small school teams in the state.
In this section, the Ledger & Times takes a look at significant dates over the
past school year and what they meant for local prep athletics.

Steve Duncan is announced as the new head football coach at Murray.
The former Lone Oak assistant addressed players and fans in the MHS
library after being named the successor to Lee Edwards, who left the
Tigers after tnree seasons for an assistants position at Harding
University

Feb. 14, 2008:
Three Calloway County seniors wrestle at the KHSAA State Wrestling
Championships in Frankfort Brandon Tibaldi, Ryan Schoppe arid Levi
Scarbrough gave the program the highest number of state competitors it
has had in its three years of KHSAA sanctioning.

Feb. 15,2008:
The Murray swimming program makes its first ever appearance at the
KHSAA State Swimming Championships. Caitlin Williams became the
first Tiger swimmer to qualify as an individual and the 200-and-400-meter
relay team made up of Williams, ShaeLea McKinney, Anne Ferguson and
Lauren Erickson also competed at the meet.

Feb. 22, 2008:
The Calloway County Lady Lakers win their 24th basketball game of the
seacrin, a 77-S3 win over Paducah Tilohmar. at Jeffrey Gymnasium, setting a school record for wins in a season. The victory helped Calloway
end the regular season on a good note, finishing with a 24-5 record.

Aug. 24, 2007:
Murray hosts Calloway County to open the 2007
football season. The Tigers looked poised to pull
the upset, leading 27-21 going into the fourth
quarter, but Laker quarterback Casey Brockman
made his first start memorable, leading his team
back for a 36-30 win.

Feb. 26, 2008:
Calloway County freshman guard Brock Simmons catches fire from
beyond the arc, leading the basketball Lakers to a 47-40 upset of Murray
in the first round of the district tournament. The win avenged two regular
season losses to the Tigers and punched Calloway's ticket to the region
tournament.

Nov. 10,2007:
For the first time, all four local cross country squads run at their respective state meets in the same year. The Murray boys qualified for the state
meet for the first time in program history. Calloway County's Daniel
Hopkins led the local pack, finishing 34th in Class 34

Dec. 4, 2007:

ear'

Bruce Lane coaches his
first basketball game as
head coach at Calloway
County. Lane took over
the program after eight
years as a Laker assistant under Terry
Birdsong and
finished 17-14 in
his first season.
He picked up his
first win on this
night, a 62-57 victory over Fulton City.

Sept. 25, 2007:
Daniel Harper shoots a final-round
70 and finishes in fifth place at the
First Region golf tournament, qualifying him for the KHSAA State
Tournament. The Calloway County
eighth-grader sank an 8-foot putt
on the first hole of a playoff to
punch his ticket.

'TORE

Nov.9,2007:
Calloway County's defense boosted the Lakers to their first playoff
football victory since 1997 and
their first-ever playoff win at Jack
D. Rose Stadium. The Laker
defense shut out Hopkins County
Central, 21-0. and forced a
momentum-shifting fourth-quarter
fumble that sealed the win.

April 25,2003:
Murray senior pitcher Bradley Cobb tosses a no-hitter in a complete game 1-0 victory over Crittenden County in the All 'A'
Baseball Sectional. Cobb threw 100 pitches and struck out 10 batters, helping his team advance to the statewide All 'A' Classic at
Applebee's Park in Lexington.

May 12, 2008:
David Fields resigns as
head boys' basketball
coach at Murray, leaving the program behind
to take an assistant
principal and athletic
director position at
MHS. Fields accumulated a 42-38 record during three years on the
sidelines at Tiger Gym
Ron Greene was hired
as his replacement on
June 4

May 29, 2008:
Whitney Gardner pitches her second complete-game in as many days as
Calloway County beats Ballard Memorial 6-3 to continue its unlikely run
through the First Region softball tournament. The Lady Lakers luck ran out
in the championship game against Reidland, however.

May 31,2008:
Jan. 31, 2008:
Murray lays claim to its place among the best Class A basketball
squads in the state with a 38-36 win over Somerset in the first
round of the statewide All 'A' Classic. The two teams played a
defensive slobberknocker in Richmond which ended with Murray
staving off a last-second shot attempt

Calloway County's Rachel Adams and Murray's
Catherine Claysvell both claim state championships
in the high Jump in their respective classes. For
Adams, a senior, it was her third consecutive title in
Class 3A. For Claysvell. an eighth-grader, it was her
second consecutive title in Class A.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

Staff Report
Viklu and Mikki McCleary of
Fulton shot a 12-under par 60 to
win the annual Hart Memorial
T\vo-Lady Golf Scramble at the
Country
Club
Murray
Wednesday.
Second place went to Marcia
Pritchett and Lauren Hughes
with a 66. Finishing a shot back
in . third was the team of Linda
Bran and Fay Brundige.
. Three teams tied for the firstflight title at 75. Brenda Payne
and Mary Houston won first
place on the count back with Pat
Vincett and Joannie Cavaness
raking second and Sheryl
Brundige and Linda Eastenvood
finishing third.
There was also a tie for first
place in the second flight with a
total of 79. Jeanne Van
Coppenolle and Pat Tveite won
the count back. Della Miller and
Lisa Carver placed second and
Matillida Cain and Sue Collins
finished third.
The team of Martha Lewis
and Ashley Jones shot an 83 to
win the third flight. Debbie
Filson and Marcia Beam were
two strokes back at 85 for second and Sandra Lyles and
Connie McManus finished third
With an 86.
In the closest to the pin competition, Mindy Hargrove and
Cathy McNutt were the winners
on the par three seventh and
eleventh holes. The longest
drive was hit by Tabetha
Calhoun.
Deana Jackson won the
drawing for the "Money Tree,"
according to Linda Burgess,
director of women's golf at the
Murray Country Club.
Members of the tournament
committee with Burgess were
Marilyn Adkins, Marcia Beam,
Ve Sevems, Cyndi Cohoon,
Debbie Hixon, Jennifer Crouse
and Amy McDowell.
The women will return to the
regular women's day golf schedule June 11.
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The Kentucky Blast basketball club 14U won the state AAU championship held in
Lexington May 24-25. The Kentucky Blast posted a 5-0 undefeated record to capture the
title. By winning, the team qualified for the National RAU Tournament to be held in
Clarksville, Tenn , July 21-28. Averee Fields from Calloway County High School (back row,
third from lett) is a member of the Kentucky Blast team. She is averaging 12.9 points, six
rebounds and 64 percent from the field.

WASHINGTON 10, CARDINALS 9

Dukes' twomnin homer in 10th
gives Nab doubleheader split

tired. I was a little sluggish," two RBIs in 22 games. He douDukes said, "Right away, I got bled that number in the second
game.
it, and it felt good."
Brian Sanches (2-0) was the
"He has had some good atwinner. He allowed Joe bats of late. I hope this game
Mather's two-out home run, his helps him out," Washington
first major league homer, in the manager Manny Acta said.
10th to give St. Louis a 9-8 lead. "He's had a rough time until
In
the
opener. Todd now. He hangs in there. He's had
Wellemeyer won his fifth some tough at-bats. Things hadstraight decision, Troy Glaus hit n't been working out up until
a two-run homer and Albert today."
Dukes, who missed nearly
Pujols connected on the first
pinch-hit homer of his career to six weeks with a hamstring
lead the Cardinals to a 4-1 victo- injury, started the season with
ry. Glaus also homered in the just one hit in his first 28 at-bats.
Things have gotten better, and
nightcap.
"It was just a long day for recently Acta has moved Dukes
both clubs," St. Louis manager from eighth in the batting order
Tony La Russa said. "You've to second.
"When I got the chance (to
got to commend the effort of
both teams to play the back bat second), I (said) 'I've got to
game of a day-nighter and put make this work or I might be
that kind of effort into it. It was down in Triple-A,— Dukes said.
Franklin, who saved the first
a great game to be a part of.
game, nearly had two saves in
They had the last hero."
the
nightcap, one day.
Entering
"I've been around a long
Dukes, who was acquired from
Tampa Bay in December, had time, man, but that was pretty
exciting. You just don't want to
end up on the raw end of the
deal," Franklin said.
The Nationals took a 7-1 lead
num enrages Since 1987
after three innings, saw the lead
cut to 7-3 in the top of the
fourth, and took an 8-.3 lead after
four innings. They scored their
runs against Mike Parisi, whose
second major league start was
no better than his first.
In his initial start on May 31,
he allowed eight rims and 10 hits
in 2 2-3 innings to Pittsburgh.
Against Washington, he allowed
eight runs, five earned, and 10
hits in four innings.
Parisi was followed by Mark
Worrell, who was making his
second major league appearance. Worrell entered the game
trailing 8-3, but helped close the
we cotPox Area akibeirat hPkTAVS it-44
gap when he hit a thiee-run
al*wort at pate Aloe eroi WY;fler, walr4ree
homer off Tim Redding in his
ocal
ss
VOtR114119A4C-NW
fist major league at-bat.
Redding allowed six runs and
MM161=4:
:
41639Utrgi Itataiirauit
~loam
nine hits in 5 2-3 innings
WASHINGTON (AP) —
After blowing a six-run lead, the
Washington Nationals got a lift
from Elijah Dukes to salvage a
doubleheader split and end a
four-game skid.
With the Nationals trailing 98 in the bottom of the 10th and a
runner on first, Dukes drilled a
2-2 slider over the center field
fence for a two-run homer to
give the Washington Nationals a
10-9 win over the St. Louis
Cardinals in the second game of
a day-night doubleheader on
Thursday.
Dukes, who had four hits and
four RBIs in the second game,
finished a double shy of the
cycle. His first homer of the season gave the NaUonals a split of
the doubleheader and snapped
their four-game losing streak.
Cristian Guzman had his
fourth hit of the second game
leading off the 10th against
Ryan Franklin (2-2). Dukes followed with the home run.
"I went up there, and I was

ATTENTION DIABETIC!!
NEVER STICK YOUR FINGER AGAIN!!!
Come check out the newest technology for testing your blood sugar and...

NEVER STICK YOUR FINGER AGAIN!!!
All diabetic who attend are eligible to receive the new Prodigy Blood Glucose Monitoring System to be
paid for by your Part B Medicare. Also, diabetics with Medicare qualify to be fitted for Diabetic shoes and
3 sets of Custom Molded Inserts — Even if you received shoes ANY time in 2007. In the past year,
Medicare has approved many new styles of shoes...like dress shoes, casual topsiders and tennis shoes
that are great for walking. These shoes come in all leather and are designed to be light-weight and provide extra support and cushioning to keep your feet comfortable. Everyone fitted for shoes will be given
a Pair of Socks made Especially for diabetic... FREE!!!
Medical Solutions of Arkansas is sponsoring a special "DIABETIC DAY" at the Robert 0. Miller
Conference Center on Monday, June 9. Stop by anytime from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. We'll do our best to have
you in and out in less than 30 minutes If you know someone who has Diabetes and Medicare, please
be a good neighbor and let them know about it. They won't want to miss this special event.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!!!
The Robert 0. Miller Conference Center is Located at 201 S. 4th St. in Murray, KY.

Thuniday's Games
N V Yankees 9, Toronto 8
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 2
Boston 7. Tampa Bay I
Texas 9. Cteyelsnd 4
Chicago White Sox 8, Kansas City 2
Friday's Genesi
Seattle (F.Hernandaz 3-5) at Beaton
(Colon 3-0), 805 p.m
Cleveland (Byrd 2-5j al Dirndl
(Vertandsk 2-8), 605 p.m.
Kansas City (Danes 1-0) st N.Y.
Yankees (Flamm 3-2). 6:06 p m
Baltimore illuirres 4-5) at Toronto
(Marcum 5-3), 607 pm
Tampa Bay (Kenna 5.1) at Texas
(Padilla 7-2), 7:05 p.m
Minnesota (Blackburn 4-3) at Chicago
White Sox (Vazquez 5-4), 711 p.m
LA Angels (Lackey 1-1) at Oakland
(Blanton 3-7), 905 p.m
Saturday's Games
Kansas City (Banners 5-6) at N Y
Yankees(Porde 5-5), 12:05 p.m
Baltimore (Guthrie 2.6(1* Tcxonto
(Burnett 5-5), 1207 p m
Seare,(Batista 3-6) at Boston
(Wakefield 3-4), 255 p.m
Cleveland (Laffey 3-3) at Orr
lRogers 4-4), 255 pm
Minnesota (Hernandez 8-2) at Chicago
White Sox IBuebrle 24), 8:05 p.m
Tampa Bay (Sonnanirrie 84) at Texas
(Feldman 1-2), 7 05 p.m.
L.A. Angels (E.Santena 8-2) al Oakland
(Smith 34), 606 p.m.
Sunday's Clamor
Cleveland at Deana 12:05 p.m
Kansas City N.Y. Yankees. 1205.
P.m
Baltiimodi at Toronto, 12:0"; p.m
Sainte at Boron, 12:38 p.m.
Minnesota at Chicago Whits Sos. 1:05
pm
L.A. Angels at Oakland, 3.06 p.m
Tampa Bay at Texas, 405 p.m

Natiolial League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Oct
36 26 581
Philisoetprus
32 27 542 2 1
Florida
32 29 525 3 1
Atlanta
30 29 508 4 1
New York
25
36 41010 1
washings:in
Central Mention
W
L Pat
39 22 839
—
Chicago
36 26 581 3 1/2
St Louis
32 28 533 6 12
Mikvsokee
31 30.506
8
Houston
29 31 483 9 1,2
Pittsburgh
10
29 32 475
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pet GB
32 28 533
Anzona
28 32 487
Los Moods
25 35 417
San Francisco
25 37 403
8
San Diego
22 38 367
Colorado

Thursday's Cisme
Philadelphia 5, Cincinnati 0
St Lou's 4, Washington 1, 1s1 game
Washington 10 St Louis 9, 10 innings
2nd game
Pittsburgh 4. Houston 3
Atlanta 7, Florida 5
San Diego 2, N.Y. Mats 1
Chicago Cubs 5, LA Dodgers 4
Friday's 0011WM
Arizona (Webb 10-2) r Pittsburgh
(Snell 2-5). 805 p.m
Cincinnati (Coro 4-5) al Florida (Milky
44), 6.10 pm
Philadelphia (Moyer 6-3) at Atlanta
(T.Hudeon 7-4), 6.36 p.m
San Francisco (Lincadurn 7-1) at
Washington (Bergmann 1-2), 6.35 p m
St Louis (Looper 7-4) at Houston
(Moehier 2-2) 7 05 p m
MOVallUile0 (Sheets 6-1) at Coloraou
(Jimenez 1-6), 805 p.m
N.Y. Mets (J Santana 7-3) al San Diego
(Wolf 3-4), 905 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Gallagher 3 lj al L A
Dodgers (Kuroda 2-5) 540 p m
Saturday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Zamnrarx) 8-1) Si L A
Dodgers (Lowe 3-5). 2:55 p m
Arizona (Karon 6-4) at Pittsburgh
(Cionzelanity 4-5). 805 pm
St Louis (Wainwright 5-3) at tiooston
(Chacon 2-1). 8 05 p.m
Cincinnati (Arroyo 4-5) at Ronda (Olsen
4-2J 0 10 p.rn
Philadeipoia (Kendrick 5-2) at Atlanta
(Reyes 2-31 6:10 p m
San Francisco (Sanchez 4-3) al
1Vashinoton (Hill 0-2), 6:10 pm
Milwaukee (Bush 2-5) at Colorado
(Reynolds 0-3), 7:05 p.m
N.Y Mrs (01 Perez 4-4) at San Diego
(Beek 1-2), 9.05 p.m
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati al Florida, 12 10 p.m
Philadelphia at Atlanta. 12 35 p.m
Arizona at Pittsburgh, 1236 p.m.
Sian Francisco at Washington, 12:35
p
St Louts st Houston. 1 05 p.m,
Milwaukee at Colorado, 2:05 p.m.
N Y Mets at San Diego, 3:05 p.m.
Chicago Cube at L.A Dodgers, 7:05
In

SportsBriefs
II The CCHS Boys Backboard Club will hold a meeting Sunday, June
the CCHS Media Center. Discussion of vacated backboard
positions/with elections, will be on the agenda along with upcoming
fundraisers. All members and interested parties are invited to attend.

8 at 4 p.m. in

•The West Kentucky Youth Futbol Club (WKYFC) will hold soccer
tryouts for girls U9 through we (cut-off birtbdate is August 1) beginning
Saturday, June 14 at 9 are, at Hamilton Pan( Soccer Complex in
Mayfield. For more information and registrabon forms, go to the websits
at www.wkylc.corn or call (270) 210-359,

•MCCSA is holding tryouts for the upcoming year for any children
interested in playing on a competitive soccer team. Right now, there are
Ug, U12 and U13 boys' teams and U10, U11 and 013 girls' teed's.
Tryouts will be June 7, June 14 and June 21 all p.m, at the concession
stand at Bee Creek Soccer Complex. Bring water, ball, all your gear and
come by out. Plesise contact Andrew Gullixson for additional information
at (270) 227-1518 Or e-mail at andrewgutlixson tiftpeoplepc.com.

Friedrich becomes second OVC
player drafted in First Round
By OVC Sports Information
Eastern Kentucky University
left-hander Christian Friedrich
was drafted by the Colorado
Rockies on Thursday as the 25th
overall pick in the 2008 Major
League Baseball first-year player draft.
Friedrich is only the second
player in OVC history to be
drafted in the first round of the
MLB draft, joining fellow lefthanded pitcher Drew Hall of
Morehead State who was the
third overall pick to the Chicago
Cubs in 1984.
He was the only OVC player
drafted on the first day of this
year's draft.
The
southpaw
from
Evanston. III. was recently
named a second-team AllAmerican
by
Collegiate
Baseball and the 2008 OVC
Pitcher of the Year after a dominating junior campaign in which
he ranked second in the nation in
ERA (1.43) and hits allowed per
nine innings (4.41). He was also
eighth in the nation in strikeouts
per nine innings (11.9).
Friedrich is the first EKU baseball player ever to be drafted in
the first round of the MLB draft.
"Christian has worked very
hard to put himself in this position. and he deserves everything
he gets," head coach Elvis
Dominguez said. "Even though
he's leaving us for the next

chapter of his career and life, the
legacy he's left here will last a
very long time."
Friedrich was named the preseason OVC Pitcher of the Year
in January. and did not disappoint. En route to being named
first team All-OVC for the third
straight year, he led the OVC in
ERA, hits allowed per nine
innings, strikeouts per nine
innings, strikeouts (108). and
opponent batting average (-144)
through 81.2 innings of work
and 12 starts this season.
TODAY'S UM/. SPONSORED BY

Terry Butler

TV, radio
AUTO RACING
5 p.m
ESPN2 — NASCAR, Nationwide
Stales, practice for Federated 'WIC
Parts 300, Si Lebanon Tenn
COLLEGE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN
Playoffs super regionals 440
3 game 1 learns TBA
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Playoffs, super regionals
.115 4. game 1. teams TBA
HORSE RACING
4 p.m,
ESPN2 — NTRA. Hill Prince Stakes
and Brooklyn Handicap, et Eirnont,
NY
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
930 p.m.
WON -- Chicago Cubs alt.
Dodgers

COMICS/ FEATURES
Parents clash over giving
same gifts to different sons

Murray Ledger & Times

•:•

KY

OARD

10 years ago
Publ ished IN a picture of Pablo
Estrada. a farm worker for Jerry
Miller, Calloway County farmer.
plowing under weeds in Miller's
tobacco field on Rob Mason
Road The photo was En Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Former Calloway County
Judge David Buckingham, now
with State Court of Appeals'
First Appellate Division. will
make the dedication speech at
the open house at the county's
new judicial building tomorrow
Births reported include a boy
to Lt. and Mrs Eric Hogancamp, April 30; a boy to Madley
and Juarn Alvizo and a girl to
Lisa and Mitchell Moss. June

May 16. and a boy to Mr and
Mrs Paul Brent Thurman, May
20
40 years ago
Rev Norman Culpepper, pastor of Parks tess Baptist Church..
lac:L.-awn Tenn ha: b:-.•-n called
as pastor of Memorial Baptist
Church. Murray, effective :July

•••
DEAR ABBY: My husband
DEAR ABBY: I was at the
and I disagree on something.
Do you think parents MUST store yesterday with my Gramdo the same thingn foe each ma when she ran Into P friend
of their children, even when she hadn't seen in some time.
there is a great discrepancy in (Her friend is about 87.1 As
the children's behavior and atti- they were talking. Gramma
tude toward asked her a question that
par. shocked me. She asked, •Do
their
you still have your husband?'
ents?
After we left, I told GramWe have
helped out ma I thought it was rude to
one of our ask someone that question. Her
who response was, 'It's perfectly fine
sons
was having to ask that of someone her
financial age." Is she right? -- KNOW
difficulties. I'M RIGHT IN LAS VEGAS,
the N.M.
Now
DEAR KNOW YOU'RE
other son,
'Sean," RIGHT: The question was not
By Abigail
expects to a breach of etiquette. By the
Van Buren
receive the time women reach their eighth
S a m C, decade, I'm sad to say, most
although he is defiant and does of them have lost their husnot treat Us with the same bands. Your grandmother's
legitimate,
was
respect as his sibling. My hus- question
band says because we did it although she might have been
for one child, we must do it more diplomatic and asked
for the other. I disagree, and "how' her friend's husband was,
think it's rewarding bad behav- rather than if she still had
ior. -- FEUDING IN WIS- him.
••••
CONSIN
DEAR ABBY: The 'penDEAR FEUDING: Sean
does not have the nght to nies from heaven' letters in
'demand anything from you. your column have been a bleasHowever, to give one of your ing to me. 'Patrick' and I
sons money while withhold- were together eight years when
ing it from the other will cre- he died unexpectedly after turnate a rift between them that ing 31 last February. We conmay never heal, and I do not sidered ourselves married, and
never thought we'd need a marrecommend it.
Tempting as it may be to riage license to iorntalize our
use your checkbook to com- love.
When Patrick died, his fammand compliance, please realize that it won't gain you the ily took his body. They emprespect you feel is lacking. A tied our apartment the next
better solution would be to day and refuse to tell me where
insist on family counseling as he is buried.
Three times in the last month
a condition of giving the money.
It's an investment that could I have found pennies dated 1977
-- the year Patrick was born.
yield great dividends.
One particularly shiny one
appeared on the passenger seat
of my car on my first day
taxes.
back at work. I'm sure it is
In 1982, Israeli forces invadhis way of telling me not to
ed Lebanon to drive Palestine Libworry, that he is close by.
eration Organization fighters out
Thank you for printing those
of the country. (The Israelis withstories. They have been a source
drew in June 1985.)
Ten years ago: The U.N. Senu- of great comfort to me. -MOURNING IN SAN FRANnty Council demanded in a unanimous vote thai India and Pak- CISCO
istan refrain from further nuclear
MOURNING:
DEAR
tests and sign nuclear control agreePlease accept my deepest symments. Real Quiet was denied
pathy for your loss. I'm grathorse racing's Triple Crown as ified the 'pennies" letters have
Victory Gallop W011 the Belmont
brought you some solace, as
Stakes by a nose
Five years ago. The govern- they have many other readers.
ment reported the U.S. unemploy- and I hope your experience
will enlighten any couple who
ment rate had hit a nine-year high
of 6.1 percent the previous month. thinks a marriage license is
Already the holder of U.S. rights 'only a piece of paper.'
to the Olympics through 2008,
NBC secured the contracts for the
Dear Abby is written by
2010 and 2012 games for $2.2 Abigail Van Buren, also
billion.
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAb3) by.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Gece (00A-644
SuitecnotikALOT Eiksiffy
Angeles, CA 90069.

Rev Harold C. Craig, son
of Mr and Mn. C.W. Craig of
Hazel, received his master of
divinity degree from Memphis
Theological Seminary, Memphis,
Tenn., on June 2
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs. Douglas Lambert. May 29; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Bell. June 2.
SO years ago
20 years ago
Dr. F.E. Crawford, local denPublished is a picture of tist, purchased the present MurAubrey Hatcher, former owner ray City Hall building on the
of Hatcher Toyota, shaking hands south side of the Murray court
with the new owners, Dwain square for the price of $27,600
Taylor and John Robertson. in an auction today.
Hatcher and his wife, Juanita,
Army Pvt. Dalton B. Noel
started the business here in 1955. has completed eight weeks of
Winners of the Murray Bass training at Fort Hood, Texas.
Club Fishing Tournament held
Installed as new officers of
out of Cypress Springs were the Creative Arts Department of
David Outland, first, Gary Mar- the Murray Woman's Club were
quardt. second, Gary Jenkins. Mrs. Robert Hahs, chairman;
third. and Neil Stubblefield. Mrs. H.J. Bryan, vice chairman;
Mrs. Marvin Wrather. secretary;
fourth.
Births reported include a boy and Mrs. Maurice Crass, treasto James Michael and Beverly urer.
60 years ago
Parker Noland, June I.
Paul B. Gholson of Murray
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Cal- was elected secretary-treasurer
loway County Extension Farm and George Hart of Murray was
Agent Ted Howard illustrating reelected vice president of the
the depth of a subsoiling tobac- Kentucky Lake Association at
co plant has gone in a test plot a meeting held at Gilbertsville.
at Lynn n Grove. The photo Edwin J. Paxton of Paducah
was by Staff Photographer Low- was reelected president.
More than 400 girls from all
ell Atchley.
Elmer Dillon, 37, Murray. parts of Kentucky are registered
died June 5 from injuries sus- for the meeting of the Kentucky
tained in a one car accident on Future Homemakers of AmeriKy. 197, four miles north of ca being held at Murray State
College. The girls are being
Hopkinsville.
Births reported include a girl quartered at the Wells Hall girls
to Ronald and Ellie Christopher. dormitory on North 16th Street.

us Standings
se CDT
Melon
L Oct
W
36 26 581
32 27 542 2 1
32 29 525 3 1
30 29 508 4 1
25 36 41010 1
DIvIelon
W
L Pet
39 22 639
36 26 581 31/2
32 28 533 6 1/2
31 30 506
8
20 31 483 9 1/2
10
29 32 475
Melon
W
L Pet OS
32 26 533
—
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28 32 487
7
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10
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6-3) at Atlanta
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locum 7-1) at
am 1-2), 6 35 p m
4)at Houston
pm
6-1) at Colorado
pm
a 7-3) at San Diego
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Dames
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.255 pm
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pm
-5) at Fantle (Olsen

Door Abby

TodaylnIllsterv

Ick 5-2) at Atlanta

founded the Chrysler Corporation.
In 1933, the first drive-in movie
theater was opened by Richard
Hollingsbead in Camden County.
N.J.(The movie shown was "Wives
Beware," an Adolphe Menjou comedy previously released under the
title -Two White Arms.")
In 1934, the Securities and
Exchange Commission was established.
In 1966, black activist James
Meredith was shot and wounded
as he walked along a Mississippi highway to encouragt black

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, June 6, the
158th day of 2008. There are 208
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 6. 1944, the "13--Day"
invasion of Europe took place &ulna World War ll as Allied forces
stormed the beaches of Normandy,

boner 4-3) al
?I, 6.10 pm
-5) at Colorado
5 p.m
4-4) at San Diego
it
'a flames
I, 12 10 p m
nta, 12 35 p
▪ 12:35 p.m.
SeehIngton. 12 35

France.

On this date:
In 1799, American politician
and orator Patrick Henry died at
Red Hill Plantation, Va,
In 1844. the Young Men's Christian Association was founded in
London.
In 1918. American Marines suffered heavy casualties as they
launched their eventually successful counteroffensive against German troops in the World War I
Battle of Belleau Wood in France.
In 1925. Walter Percy Chrysler

Fr, 1 05 p.m
ado, 2:05 p.m
logo 3:05 p.m
A Dodgers, 7:05

ding Sunday. June

acated backboard
19 with upcoming
wited to attend

hold soccer
;)
Jrjust 1) beginning
)ccer Complex in
. go to the websits

voter registration.

In 1968, S.en. Robert F. Kennedy
died at Good Samaritan Hospital
in Los Angeles. a day after he
was shot by Sirhan Bishara Sirhan.
In 1978, California voters overwhelmingly approved Proposition
13. a primary ballot initiative calling for .major cuts in property
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
currently having problems sleeping because I grind my teeth
badly. I was told I have TMJ.
I tried using a plastic mouthpiece. and I found I'm tearing
it up in my sleep I hope you
can advise
me of a better way to
control the
situation.
DEAR
READER:
Temporomandibular
Joint Dysfunction
)TMJ) covers a variety
By
Dr. Peter Gott of conditions
cause
that
pain and tenderness at the site
of the ball-and-socket joint on
each side of the head where
the lower jaw bone joins the
temporal skull bone. Jaw clicking is common and doesn't
always indicate there is a problem. Without pain or limitation
of movement with the clicking, a person does not suffer
from TMJ.
There are numerous reasons
for the disorder. Stress, trauma, a severe blow to the jaw,
poor posture of the shoulders,
neck and head, osteoarthritis,jaw
clenching and more have been
associated with TMJ.
Persistent pain and tenderness
should not be ignored. You have
your choice of several professionals to consult. First, consider a visit to your primary
care physician. If your doctor
believes the problem is more

Dr. Gott

BECAUSE YOU
LOVE THE
CATCHER..
i
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complicated than he or she can
diagnose, then a tailTal to a
dentist or oral surgeon is in order.
In most cases, the pain and
discomfort can be alleviated or
controlled with self-managed.
nonsurgical treatment, while
1710fe Severe cases might require
surgical intervention Self-help
techniques include deep-breathing exercises, meditation :lid
yoga. As breathing slows and
the person relaxes, muscle tension is lessened
Anti-inflammatory medications such as ibuprofen, or warm.
moist heat might be tried as a
first step. Relaxation techniques
assist in managing stress. A
specialist might then recommend
a bite plate. For people who
grind their teeth, a night guard
applied over the teeth can often
prevent the grinding. Beyond
this, corticosteroid drugs might
be appropriate. Lastly. sophisticated surgery might be attempted.
If your mouthpiece is being
battered dunng sleep. speak with
your dentist or oral surgeon.
He or she might consider a
heavy-duty unit, step you up
to a different night guard or
even progress to a trial of coo
ticosteroids. I am at a disadvantage, since I don't know
whether you have a medical
history that might come into play
or whether you are on medications that could have a bearing on any traditional treatment. Speak with the medical
professional who knows your
case best and follow the advice
given.

entracthridge
Test Your Play
I. You are declarer with the West
hand at Four Hearts. and North leads
the three of diamonds. South wins
with the ace and returns the deuce of
diamonds to your king. Assuming
that the trumps are divided 2-2, how
would you play the hand'
WestEast
•K 3
•9 5 4
•A 1 9 5 2
•KQ 107
•96 4
•K Q
•K 8
•A 6 5 3
2. You are declarer with the West
hand at Three Notrump North leads
the six of spades, and you win
South's jack with the queen. How
would you play the hand?
East
West
•8 4 2
•AQ 10
6
K
•
•A 10 3
•Q 1 8
•A 10 5
.K.110 s
dlti)9 8 2
•••

I. To @mare 10 tricks, draw two
rounds of trump, ruff dummy's nine
of diamonds and lead a loss club If
North follows low, finesse the eight!
Even if South Neirts the eight with the
rune or ten, he must hand you the
contract. whatever he returns
Thus, a club return into dummy's
K-1 would permit you to eventually
discard a spade from dummy on your

ace of clubs; a spade return would
establish dummy's king, and a diamond return would allow you to ruff
in your hand and discard a spode
front dummy.
If North happens to produc.r the
nine or ten when you lead a low club
toward the K-14, you simply cover
with the jack to create the same
impregnable position.
2. The coats-act is canals if you
play correctly. Al) you have to do to
ensure a favorable outcome is to
cross to the king of hearts, lead the
queen of diamonds and finesse. lithe
queen loses to thc king, North cannot
return a spode or a heart without
handing you a inch_ after which you
can guarantee 10 tricks by dris mg
out the ace of clubs. If he returns a
diamond or a club instead, you simply establish clubs to assure nine
tricks.
If the diamond finesse wins at trick
three, you abandon the suit and shift
your attention to clubs, fuming out
the ace. Again you are sure orat least
nine tricks.
If you were to lead a club at trick
two, which is tempting, you could
wind up with your arm in a sling.
South might win with the ace and
return a spade, and the contract
would then be up for grabs.

Tomorrow: Just another day at the office.
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Mouthpiece takes a beating
from teeth-grinder
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1 Eyebrow or
rainbow
4 Gala
8 One of the
Moppets
12 London lay
13 Jal 14 Small recess
15 Part of RSVP
16 Krtchen sink
devices
18 Any Elvis
recording
20 Fellow
21 Spooky. maybe
23 - capita
24 Lapp neighbor
27 Mine yield
29 Zest for life
33 Expertise
34 Carpet pile
35 Pasture grazer
36 Derisive snorts
38 Increases
39 Calcite
40 Fitting
42 Frrtz to nansett

Hotfoot it
Nest builder
Method
Time to celebrate
55 Before
56 Kind of roast
57 Mekong native
58 Wagon train
direction
59 Hung on to
60 Ms Jillian

44
46
50
54

DOWN
1
2
3
4

As well as
Churn up
3
Wintry
bid
Slowly ,,an-

5 Actor
- Wailach
6 Stockholm
7 carrier
Friendly advice
8 Double-check
9 Trucker's haul
10 Double agent
11 Go-aheads

Answer to Previous Puzzle
HE
MOM UM°
AG OM MOM OM@
GO MOM MOMUOM

MOMOU MUD
WHOM MON DRAM
120000 MMM OOM
uo IAMM MOM ON
muU QOM
IMO MOO
EM
MOO DOOM
MMORUM BAMBOO
MO OMR
OMM
MOM MOO

ammBm

6-6 c 20003 United

Feature

17 Lyric poem
19 Atom fragment
22 It's often
dunked
23 RC rival
24 Groovy

MEM MEM MIME
MEM MOM MEM
IMMIMMEMM
MEM
MEd
M d AMU
uddild
MUM
ENE doll MEM
MEd WU MEM
MEM Mu
MUNN
AMEN
dlIMEMMOM MIN
EMU MINIM MEM
MEM mallIM MM.

Syndicate inn

25 S&L offering
26 - degree
28 Rock genre
30 Luau keepsake
31 Hole puncher
2 Born
37
Perfumed
pouch
39 Question
starter
41 Wnrt
r
ng
tie
implement
43 Moved slowly
44Russoor
Magritte
45 Circus routines
47 Mr Lugosi
of old films
48 John in
s sight
49 Vegas
50 Playing marble
51 Get under
one's skin
52 - Sera,
Sera'
53 Ballpark figure

Times
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CLASSIFIEDS
ADJUSTMENTS
Atheism am requested to check
Mee ads lot ere

Me kit melon

111111NNIgiiiiiiii21 ii

DEADLINES
• teee Mime
41111 Olathe
• Peemals
heensel
•
010 Ifteitierias ititieese
OW lasierea ewer
INS Nip Ilitmege
01010.00d

Delesells Odesees

40

error Murray ledger & Times will be

is.Serasse Omworwas
8100000
10 (01.010*
410000PIMA
0
tie
10 OM %SW
ill
A0100 Per &ft

response* tor only ens nconect
region My sew Mould to reported awned** so conedions owl

tieaggagem
Neneilistrege
asespes
WO IMMO SIMS

be mods

MEOW

flint Ulm&
Lela Property
Lab Fat Rob
140 P55 Awl
Farr Per NY
Agnew
Hems Ow Me
11100eyelee A AN.
AA* Pole
Owl 11111110/ 40a0..

Nom Ilipalpsmat
Opens lietApment
Sinsmital
10alri
000 Hem taw Par his
1100t Mem Pet 00
Mills Simms Per Meet
Po Rent
leetelle Henue

lierress eiseassi
Afiefamills

Pinion Par RSV
&amp Pa.
Comorelei Prep•rty
Pilo Ilemplles
Lesesees a Suppllis
ea& Ws
Ilenl es 1405
Laid

sit

Ana
Used Trews
Campers
Oasts
Vernon Ofkree
FeeColumn
Tobacco I Bopp**

Stir Seer
Toels

words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.

$8.2.5 First Day - 20

Uses Ors

11M

team P.Oat

Fri. It's

NoriR

54.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
401 Discount 3rd Run.
Ads Must Run With:PI ti nay Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guider

-

Ten*

35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Imarelstriatizt vittrowpir.'itailtra daiiireM
tIkea .1-1 I.ellto

Ds ps

Sir*

the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Monis
753-1927

_ at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax

&

111111401110t
[

L limb°

Leg*
Nada

bed
Naas*

PUNIC NO111:2

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

ropeed budget argilmask% anal atiop4ion of ikae Csalleserty Gaunt) pri
iteeces for fiscal year 2008-00 a scheduled to be held at the Judicial Building or
17, 2008 at ROO p.m

Seated Bids for the Murray West Industrial Park, Clearteg and Grading
Construction which includes approximately 40 acres of clearing, 400.000 cubic
yards of sartn moving, approximately 1,200 ace ft. of gravity retaining wall.
building demolition and all related work sa specified and shown on the
Drawings Bids will be reoeived by the Murray Calloway Economic
Development Corporation. 1004 Waldrop Drive. Murray, Kentucky 42071, until
200 PM. Central Daylight Savings Time on Monday, June :30, 2008, at which
time they will be opened and publicly read aloud

atmaar11113011AR'T
Aranteldisdeat and Aperepriabom

AN ORDEREkalraglathaf

eT oitiv.8413)trY The ?IDEAL COURT OP CALLOWAY COUNTY, KY.
prep* budget Ma terdeitesty apprested by the final court am
:11k7r1iiiielM3,
te•A day et Mgr ROM and approved as so hent and ciamidcation by the State
:14Mdrinsem Officer on the 30th rity atMay
:113CL7SION ONE.The following buds* eillpaid teethe Plat*Tear 10011-06 and
emunts stated are appropriated flee the purposes turbaned
.asese
•.•. .
General Pend
81,796.430 82
$64.600.00
$166,169.00
831,700.00
$134,746.00
.875,000.00
4630,200.00

General °merriment
Protection to Permits and?Cepa*
°snared Heath & sianinsWei
Semi Senior
Recreation it Cuknee
, Lamas)
Capitol Propels
General Berner
Centimes*
Mises)
. Primp Rearate

Western Kentucky Construction Association
1623 Highway 121 Bypass
Murray, Kentucky 42071

041,500.00

116161.216.111

$1.866,805.00
$293,425.00
310000
$70,00u.00
$I$58,688.00

LeroMOM
r
Oanisalleseviess
OmalsoinAppreprimises
Fringe DiessitIta (itruployerh Slum)

,-

A Bad Bond payable to the Owner must accompany each Bid for five percent II'S
of the total amount of the bid to insure the execution of the contract for which
the bra is made. As Bonn as the Bid prices have been compared. the Owner will
return the Bonds of ail except the three t3 t lowest responsible Bidders. When
the Agreement is executed. the Bonds of the two remaining unsuccessful Bidders
will be returned In case of failure of the Bidder to execute the Agreement, the
Owner may, at his option, consider the Bidder in default, in which rose the Bed
Rot I accompanying the proposal shall become the property of the Owner

SUMMAR

ROAD'Mal
JAIL FUND

(3)

a's flaM;e1'''
ret
dlIW
aI
fRm
l4"
aiss rriesita
Calebi
Iti

41.356,600.00
31.1300.00
010,000.00 •
$303,600.00

JAIL lattel

13,111111111110014

Prot:tattoo, to Pence'& Property
Garret Services
•
.

.

No Bidder may withdraw his hid for a period of forty five '4-51 days after closing
time eckaduled for the receipt of bids
The meths snit be released only after egsseaval of the Mgerray Callaway
Romans Development Corporation

LORA Pend

(4)
. •

The Murray Calloway Economic Development Corporation shall reserve the
right to waive informalities and to reject any or all bids

$6,500.00

Beals

411LAROJD

LORA Thud
JAIL CRtANT

41)

Capitol Pinged.
CisedirepatAppropriations

46116.000.00
$0.00

JAIL GRANT Total

taIRLIBROR

1,1app

CDBG GRANT
Capitol Pirdsets
OndlegastAepaprietsens

4102.00
$000

CDR()GRANT Thud

anal

JAIL i1ONSTRUCTION

040)

$382.350.00
44,489,631 00

Raiding Company Bonds
thilellogent Appropriates,

SECTION THREE. This owlinitess tweenws stametays Lam pamage and publicstitan.

We are young
but our Gran is old.
If you see her today
wish her a

All interested poems sad orgsmisationa in Calloway County ere hereby notified
budget*MI is treedletrle for public inspectthat a ropy ofthe weinoteer
Lierynderederieg normal business home
Ma in the Mope(Oriel

Happy 6-0.

JAIL coeirreuestort Meal

.

43112241/11#111

SECTION TWO mid ordinance shall be published In MURRAY LEDGER
Newspaper by title and eattemary within thirty (30) lays following ladeptien.

Castes., Approdation Day
June 19th
9 arr.-3 p.m.
Hot Dogs, Drinks
20e grill bottles
tilled tree
Special Summer Fill Prices
Special New Customer Fills

5
iilow

.

PAR

HIM
get him a Mibecriplion to the

Happy 2nd
Birthday
Baby Bryan

MURRA'LEDGER &TIMES

112W,

ci

MOM, Dad .4

Calloway Cassity Propose cos
3040 State Route 94 East • Murray, Kentucky
753-7485 Or toll free 1-888-272-0559

Sissy

Last rid Found

_I 1r
Rest etIrFalki

AURORA serf storage
will sell oentents unit 9
and 69 June 7 at
10 00am

3 ras.--.479.99 310L---•
6 nes.— — --,3430.441

Great
MISSING
Pyrenees, iarge Mete
dog. 759-4533, 7537708.

1 yr.--41.31,
Cheek

Money Order

Vise

MFC

I
'Name
I St Address
I
City

1
Zip,.

State
Daytime Ph.

Mailthiscouponwithpaytnpntto:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. BY 42071
•

Or call (390)7114.1,1111

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
ineocuarcies do occur.
Readers using this
informaticn do so at
their own risk. Although
persona and companies mentioned herein
am believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
apt any responsibility what:covef for their
actIvites

INDUSTRIAL painters
local/steady work. 270554-2656.
00 you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enierprses
may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
API* at
Wee Care
logs 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Help Moe*

FULL-TIME Sales
Representative
Needed. Seeking indi
*keit with outgoing
personality to generate
leads, close sales, and
trair. on PowerClairn
software solutions
Some travel required.
Base pay plus commission, benefits
include heattheife/deetal insurance, retirement, 18 paid days off
per year. and tuition
assistance Minimum
1 year college
required and sales
experience preferred
Email resumes to car'
diced powerclaim.com

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

DISCLAIMER

Copies of the Contract Documents may be obtained beginning June 9 2008 at
Paducah Blueprint & Supply Company. Inc located at 999 Broadway. Paducah.
Kentucky 42001. upon payment of 8100 for each het. Checks shall be made
payable to Geotech Engineering & Teertmg, Inc_ Payment is refundable if
returned in usable condition within 7 days after the Bid Opening date.

Road Fund

asses

Geotein Engineering & 'hating, Inc.
500 South 17th Street
Paducah, KY 42002
Geotech Engineering & Testmg, Inc
601 N. 4th Street
Murray. KY 42071
Western Kentucky Construction Association
2201 McCracken Boulevard
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

140.89'• $31.0e0.00

csINERAL'new

The Contract Domnente, coomiting of Advertisement of Bids. Instruction to
Bidden, Bid Schedule, Agreement, Bid Bond, Performance Bond, Payment Bond.
Notice of Award, Notice to Proceed, Contract Change Order, General Condition.,
llickunital Specifications. and Drawings. may be examined at the following locations beginning June 9, 2038,

ADMINISTRATIVE
POSIASSISTANT
MN
F/T front office adminposition,
istrative
mature, dependable,
muttetesker with bookkeeping/payroll knowl&age. detail oriented,
good social skills, see
motivated. able to
meet deadlines and
handle busy phone,
entoy Clealkig with public, wiilingness to learn
our procedures, mainconfidentiality.
tain
knowledge of Microsoft
Office, some overtime
required during tax
(Jan-Apr),
season
office errands, benefits
reference
package,
required, reply to. P.O.
Box 527, Murray, KY
42071.

Rip MOM

IMMEDIATE OPEN
114OS, fulthme, training prov4ed. must be
pay
dependable
hourly rate and bonuses Apply in person.•
Signmasters. 8503 US
Hwy 68 East, Benton
(Fain:Mating)

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayiedgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetworkeom.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this websitc
However., as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
jot) listings. Thank you.

Pulmo Dose Call Centeilite seeking applicants for Petard Service Repreasetadven
PSRs are responsible for contacting all
assigned patients monthly, taking patient
orders. verifying patient information and
placing the order in a timely manner.

EXPERIENCED carpet
layer needed. Must
have proper tools. Cali
270-978-2111 or fax
resume to 270-489234e.

Experience in medical field and administrative record management preferred, but not
required Strong customer service background preferred. Regular hours wit be
Monday - F.iday 8am to 5pm. All positions
require minimum educational background of
high school diploma or CEO equivalent.

MARKETING
Pleasant ..esces needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
immediate fulL/part
time positons. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 753-9024.

TEMPORARY AG
WORKERS NEEDED
07/08/08 TO 05/02/09 KY #0356351

Murray Ledger tk Finw
1001 Whitneil Ave.

.Murray.
Pica.c.V0 Phone tidis

°TECH

H'EALT 1( ARE INC
We Car* Alpert Patient Care

Please dehver or mail your resume to 120
Max Hurl Drive Murray, KY or email to
resu me.pulmodose C rotech.com
We are ;an E011al OPOORUIlity EMplOyOr.

Ingg County Hospital is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
Director of Food and

Nutritional Services

•Full-Time
*Bachelor's Degree in Dietetics
*Registered Dietitian in state of Kentucky

MITCHELL PASCHALL, MURRAY,KY
Wage $9.13 hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all
tools, and equipment furnished. Housing profor those beyond commuting.
vided
Transportation & subsistence pay. after 50% of
contract completed. Apply for this job at the
nearest Department for Workforce and
Employment Services Office using job listing
number KY 0356351, with a copy of this
!advertisement.

Medical Technologist
immediate full-time and PRN Medical
Technologist position available for afternoon shift. Salary commensurate with expenence. Excellent benefit package. Interested
applicants may send resumes to:

e

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
FAX: 270-251-4443
EEO/WF/Df%

Community Education Coordinator
for acute inpatient physical rehabilitation
program in Murray. KY
Responsibilities:
educating community and healthcare
professionals about rehab and preadmission
assessments Require; strong interpersonal
and communication skills and clinical license
Healthcare marketing expenence preferred.
Significant day travel in surrounding areas
Submit resume to
whIll@sIgnethealth.com

or fax to 859-201-9774.
No phone cells
EDE

Physical Therapist
Pull Time
*Bachelor in Science Of Master in Science •Degrec
in Physical Therapy and Professional tsLicensure in
Kentucky required

SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312, Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available online:
www.trIgghespital.org
y
o no* Empiom
luptal Oppottu

TRIGMOIJNTY 1
HOSPITAL

Custodian at Elementary School
Murray Independent
School District
JOB DESCRIPTION To perform routine
custodial activities at an assigned school site o
facility to maintain buildings, locker rooms an
adiacent grounds areas in a clean, orderly an
secure condition.
GUALJFICAT1014S: sheill have a high schoo
diploma, GED Certificate or demonstrate
progress toward obtaining a GED as required b
Kentucky taw Must be chosen with reference t
personal, educational, physical, moral and erno
honal fitness and shall demonstrate the ability t
communicate and work effectively with students
peers, parents and faculty
Applications are avallabe at the Murray Board o
Education, 208 South 13th Street. Murray
Kentucky 42071.
EOE

& Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
onented, good
heaned,
energetic
team members needed Multi county state
contracted agency has
openings for 7 to 10
GOAL

career
competent
minded individuals to
complete our team
This is your chance to
make a real impact on
the lives of others All
training provided to
achieve state level COI'IlkatIOn Limited openings on all shifts in muinote locations Please
call 270-767-1543 for
more information or to

schedule an interview

VISA

ranee

EH

or drop in to apply at
404 North 4th Street
Suite D. Murray. krl-i9 00-3.00 Part time
and full time positions
great ion for college
students, haro working
individuals and proven
professionals
NOW taking applications for all positions
end ell 'Mfrs. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drlye-In. 217 S. 12th
31, Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Fuze to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG
Toshiba
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts

Beasley Antenna
Satellite 759-0901
KENMORE 30 whrte
electric flat top range,
warming drawer Had
1 5 years 4500 obo.
GE white triton Mclean dishwasher, 4
cycles $150 °Po 7536474
MAYTAG washer &
dryer excellent condition 3 piece set glass
top tables 227-5456
MISSION style dinning
table 6' with extra leaf,
plus 6 wood chairs.
Paid $1200, sell $500
Pool Table 9' with new
tan fen. w:th 2 iJoul
sticks $500 Queen
size mattress and box
springs $150 7670657, 978-2482

SALES reps and managers needed. Green
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Environmental

Company can provide
extra income now.
Part/full time. 1-888644-0300.

Steven G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA. Benefits include
4-day work week
Email resume to
steve swore.com

Best the county has
Cali Torrea

753-9075
270 227-21 3
USED windows for
sale. Double hung wrth
screens. 6 foot French
753-8173 or
door.
293-4392.
stif
I
11133

AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has opening
in her home. Small
daycare at a great
environment.
home
Auto bond accepted
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031.

ills

CLEANING houses 20
years expenence. 270759-9553, 753-9006.
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me
(270)767-1636.

E INC.

t Care

•PPrimallows.
1g all
patient
is and

er.

Iministra-

I, but not
bedroll be
I positions
tground of
talent.
e to 120
all to
agora,.

ly

accepting
non,

LARGE
'SELECTION
.
duo APPLIAN(E,
'WARD LIMNS

(270) 753-1713
WHIRLPOOL dryer,
used approximately 6
months, $125 Call
after 5pm, 753-1184

Need furniture/

FOR SALE
1994 3 Bedroom,
2 both 16x90 mobile
home, possibly
needs to be moved,
some work needed.
2i-x7_irrr It serious about buying.
$10,000/060

adult
Semi-retired
male caregiver willing
to sit/provide care for
adults, Overnight if
neccessary. Contact
270-753-8801.

Will

clean

Gott.

06 Troy Bilt 251ip 54'
deck, triple blades. Exc
cond; new $2500, sell
$1200. 510-220-5656.

office's,

houses or garages
Man and wife team.
Will also set with elderly at home, nursing
hospital.
home or
References available
293-2496, 753-7413.
WILL se with elderly in
home, nursing home.
or hospital. Will also do
house cleaning. 7537129. 210-4173

ReparstJpgrades
759.3656

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
Backhoes. used Case
580SL, 580SM, others,
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mini
36-42'
excavators.
Skytrak & Gradail telescopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
850K cab/air 1400hr
UC $64,900.
new
Wanda Snow 731-3633680.
JD 600 Hiboys $3.500.
JD 6000 Hicycles
Tobacco
$7,500.
sticks, .15 each. Can
deliver
(502)550-4080

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

1:
-ces
la'
42211

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin

dine
41

Paying
collections.
Blue Book value. 2936999

AL

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

ichool

•outine
school site o
ir rooms an
1. orderly an

high act
lemonstrate
IS required b

reference t
Drai arid erno
e the ability t
with students

Jrray Board o
reef. Murray

(Mc,Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7868

GINC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

2 BR. W/D, quiet, no
per
$355
pets.
month 293-8070.
288 duplex, nice,

30.413R, 28A available
appliances
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances,
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR house, C/H/A.
2, & 3 BR Apt. 7531252. 753-0606, 7613694.
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days.

14.8 cu ft upnght freezer, manual defrost

753-5554 leave message.
CHIHUAHUA puppies
for sale. 24 foot swimming pool & 16 ft swimming pool for sale.
Willing to deliver. 270382 2040.
COMPLETE Sand N
Sun Easy set Pool
$275 obo
18x4ft
Walmart new $399,
270-759-4209

-OWNER Finance"
388, 28A near lake.
6058 Dunbar Rd.. New
$3,950
Concord.
$495/month.
down.
Bonnie Byerty Broker
(270)752-0729.

Buccaneer
1991
16X80, 3 BR, 2 BA,
2 53 acres with out
building. About 10 mon.
from lake area. 2278345. 227-8346
1998 Patriot. 16x80,
388, 2bath, vinyl
2x6 walls,
excellent condition.
(270)489-2525
2001 16x80 Clayton
NH, 3-Bedroom, 2Bath, W/Approx 1 acre,
new landscaping, 2-car
carport, 12x16 outbuilding, remodeled
inside last year, front
porch and back deck,
vey clean. 759-9262
EASY QUAUFY- Do
you own or have
access to land? Zero
down on a new Clayton
FREE
home.
APPROVAL 731-5949429.

to pkete on ad.
CO us we wfa be
fifed Iv help.

Many Ls*,& Taws
1170-7113-1.111

Greet Pyrenees puppies. $50 270-5344062
One male and one
f•mals
Colli•/Austrailan
Mix
Shepherd
Approximately 14 18
months old. Call 27°293-8613 or 270-2939113 and make an
offer. Must go to same
hornet
isiapair I

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
•

Moo
'

5 yr

old TN walkirig
hors., mare, 14.1
hands, black, very
pretty, chlid sale, lots
of trail experience.
$1500. 270-227-9020.

GOATS for Ws 270293-9046, 270-7050502
Registered Red Angus
service age bulb. 731897-2423.
I

Vat 11.10..Pri T
OVIMWOUNmillrIWAO

MINI-STORAGE
TM S.4TH ST.
er 121 S. &
6116 $25 10115 WI
(376)4384524
(2761293-M6
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

VERY large, 3 BR, 2
BA with garage. 908
20th St. $750 per
month. 759-4529.

40x46',
SHOPS
40x40', gas heat, insulated„ 12 ft. walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle. Murray. Cell
Carlos Black 270-436-

2 BR. 1 BA. new
kitchen,
hardwood
floors, close to MSU,
attached garage, no
pets. 711 Payne St.

$475 per month. 270293-3710.
21311 stove, refrigerator.
W&D hookup $385
month, References,
deposit & lease. 1005
Main Street, Murray.
No pets. (270)5273664

4 BR, 2 BA, brick,
remodeled,
newly
hardwood floors Close
to MSU 1655 Ryan
Ave No pets $800
monthly 270-293-4602

Snmathinn fee

ointhinei hem*

1140 FLINT RD.
5 MI NORTH,
LEFT OFF 841
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Furniture and
household items.

YARD SALE
1203 OUVE ST.
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Oak dinning

collectables.

Baseball cards, furniture, gardiNT arbor, trellis, other garden items,
metal break 32' heavy ladder, tools.
Amencana collectibles, rugs, dishes,:
birdhouses, toddler boy clothes, men
& worneri clothes, toys, iewelry, ladies
scrubs size small,lots more!

GARAGE SALE
. .A-SCI1A1,0_3121
•17CLTY
..11 FROM -MURRAY TURN RIG1H_T_ ON
828 MIDWAY RD* 2NR ROAD ON ON
I.PA SC,HAL r,r1OAD 1ST BRICK
t
•
' 2N LEFT
.
F RIDAY AND SATURDAV
7 r;()
'

YARD SALE

/

PARK PAVILUON
?..r.!4 5, PaYkIP

SATURDAY

nuch
cie
LITLIZILJ

7:00-1:00

eveivone.
HE INSIDE

table, desk and

&swop!.

First time sale

Leather recliner,
truck tool box,
name brand boys 5
up. women 10-18

Baby bed,
car seats, lots
of girl clothes.
hunting stuff
and
household items

MOVING SALE

GARAGE SALE
2016 CAROL DR.
FRI & SAT
OPEN 7AM

SATURDAY
6:30-1:00

Baby furnishings,
ciotheng for everyone,
toys, books,
houseware, hardware,
antiques and much
mush more
Something for

ON 464W

YARD SALE
1616 BETHEL RD.
TURN ON NEW HWY 80 AT
FLEMING FURNITURE.
FIRST RD. ON RIGHT.
FRIDAY ANC SATIOMAY
6:00-7
Lots of children's clothing- girls. boys,
newborn to 4. shoes clothing for men
and women, lots of toys, can seat.
booster seat. household items. corner
shelving and bicycle.

TO LYNWOOD
ESTATES

YARD SALE
4053 KIRKSEY

N 641, LEFT

2935
Fe'Rot

30 ASTER DR.
121 SOUTH. 3 MI

4 FAMILY GARAGE
SALE
7102
BROOKHAVEN
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
6:00-3:00

DR.

2,000 sq ft. of

$1,200 month, available June 15th. Call
753-2225
OFFICE or netall space
available. Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480
OFFICE space for rent,
1.800 sq.ft
appx.
per
$1,000
month+deposit. 12th
street location. 2937874.

3-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1504 Doran Rd
Extended
Saturday only
Rain or Shins
7:00-7

YARD SALE
1120 CIrtorama
Sal
6:00-7

109 CAIN

7:00-3:00

retail or
office space 0 401
Maple St., on the
square in Murray, 270978-0698.
COMMERCIAL property vrith 1,500 sq. ft
building located on
121N inside city limits,

Furniture, bedding, temps, silk trees, decorative
pillows flower arrangements, 6 siopened vintage
Barbie s, CD'S. OVIYS, shoes, clothes, tewerry,
Wit* knacks

YARD SALE
402
SOUTH 10th
SAT.,
JUNE 7th
8:00-?

storage
'Security alarmed

Prop For Seidl

1320 MAIN STREET
FRIDAY& SATURDAY 7:30

YARD SALE
1633 MARTIN
CHAPEL RD
SOUTH
SATURDAY
Desk, antiques,
tools, truck tool box,
household items,
Sower pots, 70's
retro dinning table,
boy's toddler
clothes, baby
clothes, high chair

SATURDAY

NOW LEASING
1,263beiroorn Apts

household items, all In one wittier, keyboard
flat panel, sports equipment. women@ golf dubs
iv/ boy softball doves, bag .1 bats, bowling
shoes, stepside rails for pick-up, lots more.

GARAGE SALE

FOLLOW SIGNS

'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
*We tent Li-Hauls
753-9600

GARAGE SALE
2797 BROOKS CHAPEL RD,
DEXTER, KY
2934426
SATURDAY
7:004
Girls clotting (12-24 months). play Pen, diaper
begs, other baby items, maternity clothes, man
women clothing, entertainment center,

L"

PREATIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control

Call 791-7355
sew icareissioeissakyoso

SMALL 188, nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/roo. 753-5980

0-9 mo., bassanette. table & 2 chairs,
treadmill, air compressor, household

everyone!

ServicesMaZir
emi
sble

We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 01-800-648-6056

Maternity clothes, baby items, girl
baby clothes 0-2T, boy baby clothes

items. and much more.

753-4109

Want to Buy
Bober domes Fee Siii

11:30AM

Centre; Heat end Air
rit.cepting Applications

Murray

3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washerldryer,
overvstove. dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included, Meadowlark
To
(270)348-0458

SATURDAY

One and Two Bedroom Apartments

Property

MOM COMPUTERS
Senoce/Sales

WIN

2259 VANCLEAVE DR.

$200/mo

We sell new & used. Coeman RE 753
9898.
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
Carasaallasse
1407 Main
Reality & Resta!
761-7653
Rental Ptolemy &
LaWn

al Services

noe -Degree
Licensure in

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

1 or 2 BR apaRments
No pets? Please leave
270-753message
1970
1 OR 2br apts rime

2886 38R apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
no
month deposit
pets. 753-2905

11111
Wed Ids

YARD SALE

Doublewide
4350/month deposit
497 Post Oak Drive
Murray (270)673-8229

CR-VA, appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9896

SM.

1505 Dtuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

2 BR

downtown
starting at

Fridai, June 6, 2008 • 5B

YARD SALE
2104 COLLEUE
FARM RD.
SATURDAY
11:00-7
Furniture, lamps,
dishes, kitchenware,
baskets. Derbies.
fisher price toys, gene
systems, books,
cake pans, costume
jewelry, tuppenvers,
holiday decoraboos.
everything must gal

21111 COUNTRY RD
SOUTHWEST
VILLA
FRI, June 8th
4PS1-7Pla
Sat June 7th
7AM-11AM
LOTS or girls and
women's clothes,
misc. household
Items new items
*Kb day

AKC reds
sired yellow Lab pup-

Cash
only
please

ROAD
MAIN HWY
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Antique furniture,
dishes, clothes
for all, misc.

YARD SALE
503 South 16th

St
Friday & Saturday

7:00AM-?
Stroller rocker,
pressure washer,
wood stove, small
appliances, fishing
poles, carpet,
beetling, purses,
shoes, toys, clothes
(due, girl's. toddler's
A baby.)

6 PARTY ESTATE
YARD SALE
546 UTTERBACK
ROAD
641 N. TURN AT
J. EDWARDS AND
SKATING RINK
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Kids ebbing
(0-12 yrs.), brand new
ladies clothes toys.
old Serra.

MOVING
SALE
807
S. RIVER RD
MURRAY
FRI & SAT
7-5

GARAGE SALE
9611 Crossland Rd

(Hwy 783)
off Hwy 94W
Sat., June 7
SAM-12NOON
Large/small tools.
furniture, women'sboy's- girl's- baby
clothes, toys,
pi/revelry,
household items

YARD SALE
KIFICREY ARIA
FOLLCRV SIGNS
FilIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-400
NEW CONSTRUCIONMATERIALS & TOOLS.
%windows, doors. trim
11110/1107 doom, all litre
new and kids boy
carries and women
clothing. pod labia and
caller maim

YARD SALE
LYNN GROVE
U.N. CHURCH
1/10 nille H 893 N
Sal 6:00-12:00
Baby clothes

12m-size 6 child
(b&g) househoid
misc., baby bed,
playpen, glassware.
etc

Baby, children's
clothes, toys, beby
bed, bicycle PSZ,
and much more

CONDO:

1005

Southwood 04, Murray..
3BR/2BA,,
Dwnstrs
apprx 1380 sq ft. 'nundry rrn with w/d.;
Kitchen with frig, stove.micro. Living and dinning room. Central air.
Patio faces Be. Creek:
Park. 595.921, MLS:
039947, Century 21,
call Clayton 270-7531492.
Murray Ledger a Times Fair
Housing At Notice
All tel vane advertred nen,
yr sublect to the Federai Fair
Housing Act wif,df make. it
illegal to advert.< anf prefer, lunitation x6.f-firm:larellbor. heed On !KV.
sex hoklicio eori.al datus or national ongin or trite,
non to make an, •kni, pn-terts. linutatems Lw discnrnir.ason
State laws lorind dis,mination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on rector, m
addition io th,ne protected
under federal law
We will knowmgh accept any
advertearl lx teal estate whit
Lc not el valance oily 'on All
rsons art hereby informed
all dwelhnp adorrteed are
available on an equal concernnrt, bases
For turdier asseaan, with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements contact SAL. Counsel
Rene P %lam ,70 60-1P30

=.0133L1

For sale: 3 BR. t fEfA.:"
brick home. Eeetsidet
of Murray. 270-221..
• •
•
2162.
a;
FSBO: Corner Left /27- •
(.47 acre) Saddles'
Subdivision.,:
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd. /4,
Atkins Way, Murray
$32.000 obro 270-7594209

9 week old

male, 2
1
pea.
females. 1st shots.
$200 270-759-9375
leave romps:

DOG Obedience
436-2858
Farm raised Australian
puppies,
Shepherd
Welsch
Pembroke
Corgi AKC. registered
Toy Poodles, home
raised. wormed and
shots. Judy Turner
618-499-1282, 618672.4778
PAPILLON pups 43004350 748-5575

Iarse
11.1LT:

YARD SALE
1268
POTTERTOWN
RD
SATURDAY
6:00AM-NOON
Clothes, toys,
tools, bicycles,
furniture
accesones.
and lots more

YARD SALE
220 OAKCREST
EAST 'I
SUBDIVISION
THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY
6:00-4:00
E-Z set pool, seir
antiques, V B purses
Vices (8), 5x8 rugs
new printers Haney
issme-nice weed esters
and decorative items

2 FAMILY

YARD SALE
603 S 9TH ST
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Craft items,

scrapbooking,
stomping up. household items, clothing
including plus sin
(2X,3X), toys, and
much more

YARD SALE
MILDRED DR.
OFF KIRKWOOD
FRIDAY AND

For sale 18

acres with
pond in Lynn Grove

Beautiful building site.
46,800 Per acre alio.
489-2120

SATURDAY
fTerial7i1
1111/L
7:00-12'00

GE washer and
dryer, furniture,

388, 26A. 2,500 •
sq.ft, fireplace, fenced
yd, bam, 3.2 acres. .
2851 Kirksey rd.
(270)227-0479
905 Doran Rd , 3 BR.

GARAGE SALE
1409
FLEETWOOD
CAMBELL EST.
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Fabric. dishes,
furniture, clothes
and kids
tandem bike.

YARD SALE
2484 BETHEL
ROAD
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00

Gas grill, OVO
player, desk &
chair, clothing.
Narcar items
household items
and lots of misc.

YARD SALE
704
POPLAR
FRIDAY 6th
7AM-?
Cancel if
rain

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE
OLD CITY PARK
8TH & PAYNE
SATURDAY
7:00-7

Furniture,
household rtems,
women and children's (*.thing.
shoes and knock
knacks.
RAIN OR SHINE;

BA, brick. cornet lot
Many up-dates, new
flooring. HVAC, land-'
soaping & hot tub W/O'
stay $125.000 753-8905. 293-4269

Greg Taytat 1
AMMO MLaw
Castraela.Deeds
ntaa,Clair
761-43511

„aizasitrair

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Friday. June 6, 2008

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR
._Dora Gas** Nina lIver _

Fer Mt
EXECUTIVE Brice
3800 square toot
house for sale by
owner on almost 1/2
acre lot! 4 bedrooms,
3 1,2 bathrooms, large
greai room with cherry
built-ins and gas fireplace, sunrrxim with
Custom We simian,
dining room with trey
netting and wainscoting. gourmet kitchen
wierth cherry cabinets
with wanks countertops, hardwood floors
custom tile, =von
molding througnoia
house, custom children's playground in
backyard. Custom
cabinets and suround
sound in and out of
house. 2 oar garage,
Professionally landscaped, custom blinds
and drapes! It inter
sated in see home on
805 Kingsway Court in
Woodgate Subdivision
please ate 293-6969
or 293-0902.
FSEIO: 4 bed/4 bath
updated older horn*
with office, formal dire
Qom and large sat
in kitchen 1 1/2 mile
from Murray on 1 acre
ni/1 nth fenced beck
yard. Nardwood lows,
new Carpet and nicely
landmaped. $129.900.
Cal anytime tor detain;
at 270-978-0800 after
5:00 p.m.

Murray Ledger & Times

4

230 STONECREST

293-6887

$6399
02 Grano Prix OT,sunroof $5.790
99 Blazer 4x4 $4999
97 Toyota 4 runner.
sunroof $6,796
01 Nissan Pathfinder
4x4, sunroof $4,999
C&K Motors
270-706-5973
www.denotoreky.00rn

ir

IL

V.,/ I

*

• LALT:Y"

• kir Condemn;%pm •Engine libul;
0
41
• Ailiale Unixes • Road,* Moistaice

Lai built 3 story. 2 bedroom. 2 bath, basement. 2 i-ar
garage. wood Boors, 1,500 funiard, 1.500 unfinished Possibility for 5 karuoia, 3 bosh. S159.0(X)

R X300
00 Louis
$ 0.499
04 Renoezvous CXL.
heated leather $8,999
04 Nissan Sentra
$7 999
04 Grand Am, spoiler

t-Ic3tJU

438-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Compote tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured_
438-5141 A-AFFORDAISLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk 8 tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156

FEATURED LAKE
AREA PROPERTIES

LkT11.77 EX:Plitair
SZivICE:
800 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

Davi '5
Home
Improvement
Was! Darrow:,

&ems I Floor Joins
Flornoclefrp IPlurner.;
Dew Gailmors, Cwrow

Mr

InsurenCe WOO,

VG& &

ACM1110

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

R ft,L.

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone 4362562. 227-0267

Calhoon Construction, LL
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray, 436-2867
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

REDUCED...CANT BE MATCHED
Wooded setting near lake. Newer 3 BR 2 BA log cabin plus 600
sy ft 1 BR guest house on 4 acres. One of a kind custom log
home finished with natural woods from floor to ceiling. A
spacious floor plan with wrap-a-round porch for easy country
hying All for $115,000.

270-752-0318
Owner Contractor: Luke Rickman

Hill Electric

Residential Coaetnietiest of
New Homes.Additions & Remodeling
*GuaranteLiict professional & reliable service
•Insured
•Coinpetitive & reascuabie pricing

Since 1986
24 Rosie nonce
Res.. Corn , & Ind.
Licensed & insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
2004 Monte Carlo, one
owner, well main!Ramo, good condon.
2000 Ford F-150, king
°so, COO MOW, well
maintained, good condllion. Please cell 2936516, 270-559-8215.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-9726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
\I I
I.)
P.151-11f:

99 Bina Park Avenue
Ultra, clean. leather,
regularly
serviced,
$5,500 753-8098

-,11.4.11;t1I
1-

97 BMW convertible,
3281, mint condition
100,000 mein, Boston
green, $12.000. 436-

1.1-t ‘N, 1
sI I I
t
1

,.1111.r2,

BRAND NEW LOT 2
Another option in same location on 3 wooded acres. Similar
inienur and ilvor pIdit ens
cabin ve kih 1,4X sq. ft. of living
space. All electric with high efficiency 'neat pump fo: cooling
and heating. Very private setting. Can't be beat at $80,000.

and r:evrtmaimi*
• Electric& Repair and CCASinek)F4
a Security aid Camera Systsm$
•24 ;-lour Selvice
•licensed and illiffLtfed
"Tree Estimates.”'
a Reittifiental

ss
/1270

AHART'S

LOT
2

I
14,\N

11„Z.l\

I•

GRAVEL & SAND

;„11
,
9

We sell & deliver red gravel, pea

REDUCED
LAKE houso, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, widerfront lot, with tress,
st-ag, shed. floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248.500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8695.
RENT to own. 3 BR, 2
BA, 2story. garages. in
ground pool. 5 acres.
270-559-1248

2006 Kawasaki kx4,50f.
Nada value $4,420.
Will sell tor $4,000.
2004 Yamaha yz85.
Nada value $1,165.
Will see for $900. Will
self both for $4,a00
Both bikes excellent
condition. 435-4540 or
293-2612.

99 nord Ranger supercab, * DR, 82K frees,
Faded sharp. $8,200
979-1548
& Wars

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup. shrubs, bush hogging, ening,
grading
C-(270)976-0543
ate( 6:00 (270)4365277

gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand.
Approx. 9 miles On 641 N. of Murray
to Cherley Miller Rd., then take a right
on Hopkins Rd

FREE Border Collie
bred ral0Pies„
270-227-2727

115 South 4th Si
Murray, KY

gtatgle„U*S.
.77171

761 -570CP

Bruvs

www.crye-ieikt.ccim

753-9899
Runny owned & operated

FREE CONCRETE
FLOTATION: 2' x 8'
concrete floats loaded
on your truck at Greer
Turtle By, Grand
Rivers, KY Call BA
Gary at 270-352-8384
for deeds.
NADEAU'S
Construction
.Flooring -Decks
•Virryi siding •Alt
Horne Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstuction.rin
2000 Harris Classic 28'
Flote Bole with pre.
tarred luxury package,
depth sounder, rear
entry, 25— tubes, hour
meter (200hrs.) thing
strakes, 2004 Evinrude
175HP wan transferable warranty good
through 7/9/2009. Soft
nde traitor. $26,000.
731-707-0537.

87 Gtastron 16' ski
beat, 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours, garage
kept, in
excellent
05 VTX 1300. 6.200 shape, economical tun.
miles, bags windshield. 270-210-4219.
Custom paint, sharp.
Sweetwater
ee
270-293-1444.
Pontoon 24f1. new
carpet,
1981 Yamaha 250 deck and
Motorcycle $900. low $7.500. 782-1055 after
mileage and great on 5:00pin
gas 270-527-6918 or
270-293-8827

FIJTFIEU:S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

weekly & special pk
•locally owned/operated
789-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
1
I I,
riGt'
st
r Alf 171N

75 1.8087

Pals

&'M Lawn Servim

USED TIRES
•,

`

S'ift
rl.f
(011

•1'•

753-5606

L

Mowing
Lawn
1
Lowest prices
mulch, other
IISIVICOS saw
n7-0868 GeS

IV1114°‘Wicbs

07 Ford Expeclitior
)(LT. 22K miles, like
isSw 7534508
03
GMC
Envoy
99,5000 miles 7-pas
seannc
senger
762-10
$8.5000.
after 5.700.
94 Cherokee spt-,.
runs good. $1,45,
270-492-8614

Nesd bieV
Pmetitiv ow
BilMommt

01#

tog

hl
4114:r
LSO-753-1914

MCKNIGHT Repair.
108 Starks Ln Almc.
KY Now offering flat
repair and used tires.
along with welding.
auto, home repair. 270227-4325.
PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill del 8
top soil (270)2933252
TROYER'S
Construction,
Pole
barns shingles metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

Rear Ram psis neb40. 844 raw de*Isf today

SAWA

McKee! Equipment Co.
Murray, KY•270-753-3062
woo is

saalla
*orryis asa.iasa i
Cr. mot 1101.1111101.
.104 SO SIM PM at 0.1111MS
3•4611l /AG eftgpl,.ty 001..611014111- 01,110111111100111 Maybe 1016.011. MelION
'a.-. v.,arillma senor Trey IWO& war droar,01101111wil War r allerarre Mt~wet wiegman
Can is UW Cr**C.Paall....mesreitower isee Magee U.S irrermrot tor
i•LC is Vas
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,
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